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Abstract
Whitney-Rawls, Ashley. M.S.Egr., Department of Mechanical and Materials Engineering, Wright State
University, 2010.
Induced Defects on Rotor Life Assessment

There is an economic need to reduce the conservatisms of current lifing methods and extend component
life. Extending component usage increases the probability of failure during operation. Therefore, the risk
of continued service must be quantified before life extension concepts can successfully be implemented.
The current FAA approved software for the certification of new rotor designs, only accounts for defects
present prior to service. Defects due to the handling of components during inspection and material
fatigue will induce defects during service and need to be included in any analysis of component life
extension. Component life extension analysis of an Inconel 718 late stage turbine disk was conducted
which accounted for manufacturing, handling, and fatigue defects. The probability of fracture due to
manufacturing defects has a large effect prior to the first inspection. After the first inspection, these
defects have a negligible effect due to the significant sensitivity and reliability of component inspection
methods. It is shown that the effect of handling induced defects on the probability of fracture is
dependent on their occurrence rate and size. It was concluded that handling has a limited effect on the
probability of fracture. Past the low cycle fatigue life limit, fatigue of the material will continue to induce
defects. The cycles to failure of the defects present at this limit will determine the first, post low cycle
fatigue life limit inspection interval. Fatigue defects that initiate shortly before an inspection have a low
probability of detection. If future inspection intervals are not adjusted, these undetected defects will grow
to failure and have a large impact on the probability of fracture. To account for these undetected defects,
future inspection intervals must be shorted to prevent such failures. The effect of applying an inspection
timing distribution and percentage of components inspected is also evaluated.
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1

Introduction

Failure of critical engine components such as compressor, fan, and turbine disks during flight can
cause the loss of an engine, aircraft, or even loss of life.[1,12] To reduce the risk of this failure
during flight, different methodologies and analytical tools are used to determine the safe
operating life of these critical components. Historically, the deterministic lifing method safe-life,
which uses component analysis, testing, and safety factors to account for variability in design
parameters, has been employed. Using safe-life, a low cycle fatigue (LCF) component safe
operating life is calculated which ensures that only 1 in 1,000 parts will develop a crack.[2]
Catastrophic crashes such as occurred in Sioux City, Iowa[12] led to the adoption of the more
comprehensive damage tolerance life method. Damage tolerance assumes that all materials and
components have inherent flaws and determines the required inspection interval needed to
prevent these flaws from growing to an unacceptable or catastrophic limit.[2] Although, the
combination of these approaches has been successful in preventing catastrophic failures, both use
conservative methods to determine component life. The high cost of component replacement has
led to a need to reduce this conservatism by extending component life. Retirement for cause
(RFC) is a lifing method that allows for component life extension by keeping components inservice till a defect is discovered during component inspection. RFC allows operators to use a
greater percentage of a components potential life and thereby reduce component life cycle cost.[7]
However, as components are kept in service longer, the potential risk of failure during service
increases. Therefore, the risk of component life extension must be quantified before it can be
instituted successfully. Design Assessment of Reliability With INspection (DARWIN) is a
probabilistic fracture mechanics program that quantifies the risk as the probability of fracture
(POF) of a component subject to inherent defects and cyclic loading.[18] DARWIN is a Federal
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Aviation Administration (FAA) approved design certification tool and can be adapated to
quantify the risk of component life extension.

2
2.1

Background
Safe-Life

Safe-Life is a traditional deterministic method for calculating the in-service life of rotating
aircraft engine components subject to LCF. The safe-life method assumes that components have
failed at the point of crack initiation and tries to ensure that all components are retired before a
detectable crack can initiate.[3] Under safe-life, component life is determined by fitting a
statistical model to fatigue results of component and material specimen tests representative of inservice loading. All components are retired at the number of cycles required to produce a
detectable surface crack in one component out of an assumed population of 1,000 identical parts
(Figure 1).[2]

Figure 1: Graphical definition of the safe-life methodology.[3]
The advantage of safe-life is that the maintenance requirements are able to be kept to a minimum
while the time in service of components, without the need for inspection, is maximized.[3]
However, since 999 out of 1,000 components are retired with usable life remaining , safe-life is
2

inherently conservative.[4] Also safe-life is unable to account for low occurrence defects such as
surface damage due to abusive machining and handling or abnormal material microstructures due
to its limited testing.[5]

A 2007 failure report analyzed the crash of a fighter aircraft caused by the uncontrolled failure of
a 9th stage compressor disk during takeoff. The report concluded that the disk failed (Figure 2)
due to fatigue cracks that initiated at “deep machining marks” on the surface of the disk.[1] In
cases of low occurrence defects, safe-life can go from being overly conservative to over
estimating a components safe operating life. [5] Safe-Life alone represents only a partial view of
the whole process that should be taken into account for determining the useable life of
components. [5]

Figure 2: (a) Failed compressor disk caused by (b) crack initiation (arrow) at deep machining
marks.[1]
2.2

Damage Tolerance

In 1989, United Airlines Flight 232 crash landed in Sioux City, Iowa after losing its hydraulic
controls due to a disk rupture that was caused by a crack that initiated from a titanium material
defect, known as hard alpha.[12] The FAA sponsored the Rotor Integrity Subcommittee (RISC)
of the Aerospace Industries Association (AIA) to propose a probabilistic damage tolerance
3

approach to account for inherent material structure and manufacturing defects. This
recommendation led to the development of a new FAA advisory circular and the Turbine Rotor
Material Design (TRMD) research program.

The damage tolerance approach assumes that components contain inherent material structure,
and/or manufacturing defects in fracture critical areas that give rise to crack propagation during
service.[2,16] These crack-like defects are assumed to be of a size just below the detection limit of
nondestructive inspection (NDI) techniques. Damage tolerance assumes components are able to
continue safe operation as these cracks grow during usage.[3] In addition, it is assumed that crack
growth can be predicted using linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM) and progresses at a slow
enough pace to allow for crack detection during scheduled component inspections. All of these
assumptions must be substantiated by material and component testing.[2]

The safety limit (SL) or component life is defined as the amount of engine usage required to
grow a crack from a size just below the NDI limit to a critical size, known as dysfunction. The
safe inspection interval (SII) is determined by dividing the SL by a safety factor of 2.[3] The
damage tolerance approach is described schematically in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Graphical definition of the damage tolerance lifing methodology.[3]
4

The damage tolerance approach ensures that no cracks reach a critical size between component
inspection intervals and accounts for inherent material and manufacturing defects. However, this
approach can be more costly than the safe-life approach, as it requires an elaborate NDI
infrastructure to handle the increased inspection requirements.[3]

2.3

Retirement For Cause

The safe-life method supplemented with the damage tolerance approach, to account for low
occurrence defects, has historically provided a reliable approach to component life prediction.
However, both safe-life and damage tolerance conservatively predetermine component life,
retiring all components when predetermined LCF limits are reached, regardless if there is cause
to do so.[3] Vukelich stated in 2001, that a majority of the rotator components in the United
States Air Force’s fleet were nearing retirement based on these two approaches and with rising
costs and an aging fleet additional approaches need to be reviewed to extend component life.[7]

Retirement For Cause (RFC) is an extension of the damage tolerance approach, which increases
component life by not using a predetermined operating limit. RFC uses damage tolerance
methods to determine the SII. However, unlike traditional damage tolerance, when components
reach the second SII they are inspected and placed back in service if no defects are detected.
Under the purest definition of RFC, components are only retired when a life-limiting crack is
detected during NDI (Figure 4).[3] Thus, RFC allows the operator to reduce the conservatism and
expand the useful life of these components.
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Figure 4: Graphical definition of the retirement for cause methodology.[3]
In 2001, Vukelich stated that the cost of disk replacements based on LCF from 2000 to 2010
could reach close to $300 million for the US Air Force alone (Figure 5) and that this cost could
be reduced through the implementation of RFC.[7] They note that RFC cost savings, based on the
number of disk generations seen in Figure 5, could be as much as $80 million over a six year
period (Figure 6) and that a small investment in RFC technology could “more than double” the
cost savings.[7]

Figure 5: Projected disk component replacement for the US Air Force.[7]

6

Figure 6: Projected RFC component replacement saving for US Air Force.[7]
However, since components are not retired till a life limiting crack is detected and as components
are kept in-service longer, the risk of failure during operation increases.[7] Therefore, before
component life extension methods can be implemented, the increased risk of failure must be
accurately quantified.

3

DARWIN

Created through the TRMD research program, DARWIN is a FAA approved damage tolerance
design certification tool that uses probabilistic sampling methods with LEFM to determine the
POF of a component subject to inherent material and manufacturing defects, cyclic loading, and
component inspection.[18] The increase in risk due to component life extension can be quantified
as the increase in the DARWIN analyzed POF due to continued service.

Deterministic design, which has classically been used for design of aero engine components,
analyzes components using the “worst case scenario” method. Components are analyzed to
determine if failure will occur using minimum material properties, the most critical geometry,[6]
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and the assumed worst case component loading. The assumed maximum stress for each
component is then compared to the allowable stress for a given material with applied experiencebased safety factors to account for the numerous uncertainties and product variability.[24] The
deterministic approach assumes that if the strength of the material is greater than the applied
stress there is a zero probability of failure.[25] For components under cyclic loading, it must also
be confirmed that the applied stress is below the fatigue limit of the material for inifinte life.

A deterministic design approach assumes that design variables such as loading conditions,
component geometry, and material properties are known values with negligible variation.
However, experience has shown that these design variables do vary during component
manufacturing [22] and operation. This variance introduces uncertainty that needs to be
accounted for in component design. Chamis states that “probabilistic methods offer formal
approaches to quantify those uncertainties and their subsequent effects on material behavior, in
service, and on attendant reliabilities and risks.”[22]

DARWIN uses two probabilistic sampling methods, Monte Carlo Simulation and Importance
Sampling, to compute the probability of component fracture. Both methods use repeated
sampling to determine the probability of an event or condition occurring, which can be defined
as failure. Random samples are taken from statistical cumulative distribution functions (CDF)
defining design variable scatter to determine if the failure condition is met with the given
variable quantities. This process is repeated till enough failures have been bracketed such that
there is a reasonable confidence that the determined probability of failure has converged.[20] The
failure condition is defined by the limit state such that when the limit state is equal to or greater
than zero the component is said to have failed as shown below:
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( )

( )

(1)

Where x is defined as the current variable quantities used to calculate if the failure condition has
been met. The probability of failure is calculated by:

(2)
The DARWIN limit state is defined as:
( )

( )

(3)

Where Kc is the fracture toughness of the component material and K is the stress intensity factor
of a given crack. It is important to note that DARWIN analysis results are given in terms of
probability of component fracture and that fractured components are assumed to have failed.[14,19]

DARWIN uses LEFM to calculate the stress increase due to the presence of a crack, crack
growth, and material fracture. LEFM allows the measure and study of fracture toughness, which
characterizes the resistance of the material to cracking.[28] The sharp tip of a crack causes a
stress increase or intensity in the surrounding material. The stress intensity factor of a crack of
length 2a is determined using:

√

(4)

Where Y is a factor depending on the geometry of the crack and crack location and σ is the
nominal stress of a given load cycle.[28]

As the crack grows, the stress intensity factor increases till the fracture toughness of the material
is reached, and the part is assumed to have fractured, as defined by the DARWIN limit state.
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DARWIN uses deterministic fatigue crack growth (FCG) relationships (e.g. Paris Law) to
determine crack propagation. FCG relationships define the change in crack size (da) due to the
change in cycles (dN) as a function of the change in the stress intensity (ΔK) due to given
loading cycle and constants to account for material resistance to crack propagation. The Paris
Law is defined as:

(
(

(5)

)
) √

(6)

Where C and m are material constants found through curve fitting of experimental crack growth
data.[28]

All fracture critical components are subject to scheduled NDI and are retired from service upon
the detection of a crack like defect. The probability of a NDI method detecting a crack of a
given size in DARWIN is defined by the probability of detection (POD) curve. The POD is the
cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the probability of detecting a crack less than or equal
to a given crack size (Figure 7). The lower and upper limits of the POD correspond to the
smallest detectable defect and minimal defect size for a 100% detection rate, respectively for a
given NDI method.
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Figure 7: FAA AC 33.70-2 2 calibration test provided POD for eddy current of finished machined
surfaces.[16]
NDI inspections in DARWIN are defined using a probability of inspection timing distribution.
This distribution defines the probability of inspecting a component in the sample population as a
function of cycles and is assumed to be normally distributed. Any components retired due to
11

defect detection during NDI inspection are not counted as component failures (Nf), but are still
counted as part of the component population (N), thereby reducing the POF when component
inspections are performed.[19]

DARWIN uses an anomaly distribution (Figure 8) to define the probability of exceeding a given
crack size for a given amount of area or volume and crack size distribution. DARWIN creates a
crack size CDF from the anomaly distribution using:
( )
(
Where

and

respectively and

(
)

)
(

(7)
)

are the minimum and maximum crack sizes of the anomaly distribution
(

) and

(

)are the exceedance of the minimum and maximum

crack sizes, respectively.[19]

The crack size CDF is sampled by DARWIN to create a corresponding crack size component
population (N) with a single crack per specfied location per component. All inherent material
and manufacturing defects are present before components are placed in service, therefore,
DARWIN applys all cracks before the first load cycle.[19]
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Figure 8: FAA AC 33.70-2 calibration test provided distribution for manufacturing induced
anomalies in circular holes.[16]
With the component population created, DARWIN cycles the components growing the cracks till
the components either fracture (Kc is reached), are retired due to defect detection during
inspection, or the component life limit is reached. Once this process is completed for every
component in the population the conditional POF is calculated.
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The conditional POF is the probability of fracture under the condition that each component
contains a single crack per crack location per component with a crack size distribution constant
with the created anomaly size CDF.[19] To account for the certainty that not every component
will contain a crack in the specified location(s), the conditional POF is multiplied by the
occurrence rate of the smallest crack size (

) in the anomaly distribution to determine the

unconditional POF (equation 8). The unconditional POF is the metric of interest and will be
referred to as the POF for the remainder on the document.

(8)

For the case of DARWIN analysis of surface damage:
(

)

(9)

Where AF is the total surface area of the component feature being analyzed.[19]

3.1

DARWIN Validation

Although Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), the creators of DARWIN, have performed their
own validation of DARWIN,[13] the program can be validated using the FAA Advisory Circular
(AC) 33.70-2 calibration test. The AC 33.70-2 provides a calibration test for the probabilistic
risk assessment of manufacturing-induced anomalies in circular holes.[16]

AC 33.70-2 includes the necessary information to determine the probability of failure of a
rotating Ti-6Al-4V ring with 40, 0.0127 meter (0.5 in) diameter, bolt holes both with and without
inspection. Acceptable result ranges were created from test results from several original
equipment manufacturers (OEM). The statistical analysis of the OEM’s results in terms of
events per service life of 20,000 cycles can be seen in table 1, where “m” is the mean and “s” is
14

the sample standard deviation. These two ranges define intervals that are centered on the mean
value and cover 90 percent of the population assuming a log-normal distribution.

Table 1: FAA AC 33.70-2 calibration test acceptable POF results ranges.[16]
The disk is rotated at a maximum speed of 5,700 rpm at room temperature with an external
pressure load “P” of 33 MPa applied at the outer diameter to “simulate blade loading.”[16] The
geometry and loading can be seen in Figure 9.

Figure 9: FAA AC 33.70-2 calibration test provided geometry and loading.[16]
The AC provided a POD curve and anomaly distribution can be seen in Figure 6 and 7,
respectively. The inspection schedule consists of two NDI at 4,000 and 8,000 cycles with 90%
of the components inspected. The fracture toughness of the material is given as 64.5MPa√m and
the FCG relationship is given in the form of the Paris Law for stress ratios (R) zero and negative
one[16]:
15

(

(10)

)
(

)

(11)

Where:

(12)

Where

and

are the minimum and maximum stress, respectively per loading cycle.

Maximum loading condition was determined using ABAQUS 6.8-1 (Figure 10) and imported
into DARWIN as an input file.

Figure 10: FAA AC 33.70-2 2 calibration test maximum principle stress analysis using ABAQUS.
The POF without inspection at 20,000 cycles or the end of service life is 2.886E-4, which is only
approximately 0.2% above the mean value for the given results. The results for the POF with
inspection at the end of service are 1.809E-4, which is approximately 41.4% above the mean
value for the given results. The increase in the percent difference from the mean results when
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component inspection is included can be explained by considering the corresponding result
ranges. The acceptable results range from the mean for the POF without inspection is only
+11.8% to -10.4%, whereas with inspection the range is +75.8% to -43.0%. The increased POF
results range when component inspection is included points to the fact that there is a greater
uncertainty associated with how the impacts of inspections on the POF are calculated by the
various manufacturers. The analysis results can be seen in Figure 11 and table 2.

Figure 11: FAA AC 33.70-2 probability of fracture analysis using DARWIN.

AC 33.70-2 POF at 20,000 Cycles Using
DARWIN
Without Inspection
2.886E-4

With Inspection
1.809E-4

Table 2: FAA AC 33.70-2 calibration test results.
The results for both with and without inspection are within the acceptable ranges given in the AC
33.70-2. From this result, it can be concluded that DARWIN and the Damage Tolerance and
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Probabilistic Lifing of Materials Center (DTPLMC) have been validated for analyzing the POF
for component subject to manufacturing defects.

It is important to note that DARWIN was validated by SwRI through the analysis of historically
good components to create an acceptable base line for the probability of fracture metric. Due to
this fact the POF determined by DARWIN is relative and does not define an observed rate of
component failure which can be validated. DARWIN was designed to be a “go-no-go” design
tool. However, since the components are certified based on the DARWIN determined POF an
increase in the POF can still be used to quantify the increased risk that will occur due to
component life extension.

4

Life Extension

Now that DTPLMC has validated its ability to use DARWIN, the next step is to determine the
associated risk arising from extending the component life. As stated previously, the risk to
component life extension can be quantified as the increase POF due to continued service. The
AC 33.70-2 calibration test was used as an example. DARWIN was used to analyze the POF
increase due to extending the additional 20,000 cycles (“double life”) with three added
inspections. Component inspections where added at 20,000, 24,000, and 28,000 cycles using the
same POD curve, with 90% of components inspected. The first added inspection is placed at the
end of the original service life. The second and third inspections mirror the original inspection
schedule of 4,000 and 8,000 cycles, for the second 20,000 cycle life. The POF results can be
seen in Figure 12 and table 3.
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Figure 12: AC 33.70-2 life extension probability of fracture analysis using DARWIN.

AC 33.70-2 POF Increase Due to Life Extension
POF without Inspection
POF with Inspection

At 20,000 Cycles
2.886E-4
1.809E-4

At 40,000 Cycles
3.144E-4
1.892E-4

POF % Increase
8.94%
4.58%

Table 3: FAA AC 33.70-2 POF increase due to life extension.
Doubling the component life of the AC 33.70-3 titanium rotor only increases the POF by
approximately 4.6% from 20,000 to 40,000 cycles. This is an acceptable increase and is in fact
still within the acceptable results range presented in the AC 33.70-2 (4.8% above the mean for
POF with component inspection). Although this is an agreeable result for the argument of
component life extension, the increase of the POF is so low the results require further analysis.
The component life has been doubled and yet the increase in the POF is less than 5%. This can
be explained by a closer examination of the analysis itself.

A DARWIN analysis only accounts for defects present before the first cycle. Therefore, at a
certain point in the life of the component, all defects of a size large enough to cause stress
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intensity greater than the threshold of the material, have either grown to a size to cause fracture
or have been detected during component inspections. With the number of failures exponentially
decreasing as a function of cycles the POF approaches an upper limit and plateaus.

Defects induced after components are placed in service are not accounted for in the DARWIN
analysis of POF due to manufacturing defects. Goswami et al confirm that defects can be
induced in gas turbine disks by a number of mechanisms including creep, corrosion, erosion,
fatigue, component interactions, and oxidation.[31] In addition, component handling during
engine disassembly, component inspection, and reassembly is known to induce surface
defects.[31] Induced defects need to be accounted for in the analysis of component life extension.

5

Induced Defects

Extending the service of fracture critical components increases the probability of induced defects
becoming life limiting factors. Although some of the induced mechanisms such as creep,
corrosion, erosion, and oxidation primarily affect the hot section of aero engines, all components
are subject to induced defects due to material fatigue and component handling.[31]

Fatigue crack initiation and propagation is a known life limiting factor for metal components
under cyclic loading.[34] The safe-life method is based on the concept of retiring all components
based on the probability of fatigue induced crack initiation (Figure 1).[2] Therefore, as the safelife is exceeded material fatigue is assumed to have started inducing detectable surface cracks.

The increased risk of component failure during extended service can be maintained and delayed
through the use of scheduled component inspection.[7] However, the additional handling of
components increases the probability that components will be scratched or experience damage
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due to handling. These scratches provided crack initiation locations that give rise to component
failure.[32]
Inclusion of induced defects in current analytical lifing methods would provide a more accurate
quantified risk analysis. Properly accounting for such induced defects allows the designer to
quantify the risk associated with component life extension. Induced defects can be accounted for
and analyzed in DARWIN through the use of conditioned anomaly distributions and
superposition principles.

6

Accounting for Induced Defects

As stated previously, DARWIN accounts for crack-like-defects through the use of anomaly
distributions. Anomaly distributions define the probability of exceeding a given crack size per
component area or volume, by accounting for crack size distribution, and minimum and
maximum crack sizes. DARWIN uses this information to create a corresponding sample cracked
component population and to define crack occurrence rates.[19] However, the cause of these
crack-like-defects does not have to be limited to inherent material and manufacturing defects.
Any defect inducing mechanism can be analyzed in DARWIN provided the necessary
information can be determined in order to create a corresponding anomaly distribution.

In addition, although DARWIN applies all cracks to the component population before the first
loading cycle, this starting point can be thought of as relative. Crack growth is not affected by
component loading history. Therefore, a crack created after the first cycle is only affected by
loading cycles after its creation and will only affect the future POF rate. In addition, the
convergent Monte Carlo probabilistic sampling method used by DARWIN, determines the
probability of fracture of a population of disks as a function of cycles. The probability of
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fracture by definition is in terms of the percent of the population fractured. This normalization
by the component population allows for the POF due to multiple mechanisms to be combined
through the use of superposition.

These concepts can be applied to the DARWIN analysis of the POF of a component accounting
for defects caused by manufacturing, handling, and fatigue damage of the material. This is
accomplished by creating an anomaly distribution for each defect mechanism and all other
required inputs. Then each defect mechanism is analyzed separately, adjusting the life span and
inspections of the component as needed to correspond to the crack creation point or starting point
for each anomaly distribution. Once the analysis is complete, the results can be shifted based on
their absolute starting point and summed using linear superposition. The POF results of an
example of this method can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13: Example of accounting for induced defects using DARWIN analysis.
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In Figure 13 the manufacturing, handling, and fatigue induced POF are indicated by triangular,
circular, and square data points respectively, while component inspections are represented by the
vertical dashed lines. In the figure a new handling induced POF analysis starts each time a
component inspection is performed. Fatigue was assumed to start at 6000 cycles. This
assumption is based on the LCF concepts of safe-life and is discussed in section 6.3. From the
figure it is easy to determine the total POF which corresponds to the highest point at a given
increment, as well as, determine the impact due to the different defect mechanisms. Figure 13
was created using the Handling And Fatigue Induced Defects (HAFID) program created by the
author and discussed in section 7.

6.1

Creating Anomaly Distributions

Anomaly distributions are a key input required in the POF analysis. Anomaly distributions can
be created from experimental or NDI data. However, both methods of creating these required
inputs present their own difficulties and limitations.
6.1.1 Created from Experimental Data
Experimental data of crack occurrence combined with the corresponding size in specimens under
cyclic loading can be used to create an anomaly distribution for fatigue induced defects. Here
representative material specimens are cycled under controlled conditions and inspected on
regular intervals in order to detect crack formation. Additionally, a handling induced anomaly
distribution can be created by experimentally simulating the handling of components during
engine disassembly, component inspection, and reassembly. A controlled experimental approach
allows for isolation of a single crack mechanism. However, the large amount of testing required
to produce sufficient experimental data to create an anomaly distribution can become
economically unfeasible.
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6.1.2 Created from NDI Data
A secondary approach is to create anomaly distributions from historical NDI inspection data.
Under the current lifing methods of both the USAF and FAA, fracture critical components may
be required to be inspected for defects during service. The historical results of inspections
methods (e.g. eddy current) provide a list of detected defects and corresponding defect size. This
data can be readily used to create a corresponding anomaly distribution using the five step
process below.
Creating a Surface Anomaly Distribution from NDI Data:
1. Compile a list of NDI detected defect sizes (this is based on the sensitivity of the NDI
method);
2. Truncate or round off the defect sizes to a selected number of significant digits;
3. Determine the number of cracks that exceed each crack size;
4. Divide the number of exceedances of each crack size by the total area inspected, creating
the probability of exceedance rate;
5. Plot the probability of exceedance rate versus the defect size.
A volumetric based inherent material anomaly distribution can be created using NDI data from
inspections methods that have the ability to detect defects below the surface of the component
(e.g. ultrasonic) and instead dividing the exceedances by the total volume inspected.
Since it is based on required testing, creating anomaly distributions from historical NDI data is
inexpensive as long as the inspection data has been saved. However, the method is limited by
the sensitivity and reliability of the NDI methods used to detect cracks of a given size.
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The eddy current inspection method is the preferred method used to inspect regions of high stress
where cracks are likely to propagate and cause fracture. This is due primarily to the fact, that
eddy current method can be automated and has the ability to detect defects as small as 0.2032
mm (0.008 in).[16] The eddy current method uses the magnetic field of an electrical coil with
alternating current to induce circulating or eddy current flows in the surface of the test specimen.
The magnitude and phase of the eddy currents affect the impedance of the electrical coil. Cracks
and defects in the surface of the material interrupt or reduce the eddy current flow causing an
increase in the effective impedance of the coil. Therefore, by monitoring the voltage across the
coil, anomalies such as in the material surface can be detected.[44] Figure 14 depicts how eddy
current flows are affected by the presence of a surface crack.

Figure 14: Eddy current flows affected by the presence of a surface crack.[44]
The reliability of eddy current inspection to detect defects is affected by the defect orientation,
material conductivity and permeability, geometry, as well as, coil proximity and lift-off, among
others factors.[44] Although most can be addressed by procedural and testing adjustments, defect
orientation is a random and uncontrollable factor. If the orientation of the defect is parallel to the
eddy current flow it will not interrupt the eddy current filed leaving the voltage of the coil
unchanged and thus avoid detection, as shown in Figure 15.[44] This limitation increases the
probability of undetected defects.
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Figure 15: Cracks must interrupt the eddy current flow to be detected.[44]
In addition, false indications of cracks can be caused by material inclusions, non-imbedded
foreign material, edge effects, and geometry, among others.[45] These factors affect the eddy
current flow and thus the voltage of the coil which can be interpreted as the presence of a crack.
False indications and undetected defects due to orientation affect the accuracy of the anomaly
distribution created from eddy current inspection data. False indications and undetected defects
will artificially increase and reduce, respectively, the number of detected cracks and thus the
crack occurrence rates. Additionally, if both are not evenly distributed among the different
cracks sizes they will distort the anomaly distribution. However, the major issue with creating
anomaly distributions from NDI data is obtaining the actual data required. Most inspection data
is considered to be proprietary and thus not published or accessible.
6.1.3 Conditioned Anomaly Distributions
An alternative method of creating anomaly distributions was developed by the author to
overcome the lack of either experimental or NDI data. Creating anomaly distributions from
conditioned inputs allows for an analytical solution when the needed crack data is not available.
This method uses conditioned inputs to define the end points of a known CDF and creates an
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anomaly distribution using DARWIN’s crack size CDF relationship. Conditioned anomaly
distributions can be created using a five step process.
Creating a Surface Anomaly Distribution Using Conditioned Inputs:
1. Determine the minimum (

) and maximum (

) crack sizes of the anomaly

distribution;
2. Create a crack size CDF using a known statistical distribution and Golden Section
Search[49];
3. Determine the occurrence rates of
4. Determine the exceedance of

and
(

(

,

and

)) and

(

respectively;
(

)) using equations 13

and 14, respectively;
5. Create the anomaly distribution using equation 15.
The first step in the process is to determine the minimum (

) and maximum (

) crack

sizes of the anomaly distribution. Then a crack size CDF is created using a known statistical
distribution with end points corresponding to

and

(

( )

and

(

)

). Since CDFs are defined by their mean, or mean and standard deviation, an alternative
approach must be used to create a CDF based on its end points. For statistical distributions, such
as the exponential distribution, that are only defined by their mean, the Golden Section Search[49]
method can be used to optimize the absolute difference between
(

is the crack size corresponding to the point
( )

and

, where

) for a given mean where the

.[49] Figure 16 illustrates how the Golden Section Search method is used to
|

determine the CDF mean such that the function
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(

)| is minimized.

Once the function difference reaches an acceptable tolerance, the CDF is created using the
determined mean.

Figure 16: Illustration of how Golden Section Search is used to determine CDF
To account for the fact that the optimization was based on
shifted by adding

(

)

, the CDF is

to the crack sizes in the created CDF. Figure 17 shows an example of a

created crack size CDF using the exponential distribution with
mm.

Figure 17: Example of Created Crack Size CDF.
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and

With the CDF created, the occurrence rates of

and

,

and

respectively, are

defined. The occurrence rates define the expected rate of occurrence of the respective crack size
in the area of analysis. Once the occurrence rates are determined the exceedance of
(

(

)) and

(

(

)), is determined using the corresponding equation:
(

)

(13)

(

)

(14)

Lastly, the anomaly distribution can be created by rearranging the equation used by DARWIN to
build the crack size CDF from a given anomaly distribution to solve for the exceedance of a
given crack size:
( )

(

)

( )[

(

)

(

)]

(15)

This method provides a straight forward process for the creation of anomaly distributions
without the need for experimental data or historical NDI input. Figure 18 shows the anomaly
distribution created from the crack size CDF shown in Figure 17 with
, and

mm2.
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,

Figure 18: Example of Created Conditional Anomaly Distribution.
The real difficulty lies in determining the necessary inputs needed to apply the method. It has
been shown in numerous publications that defects are induced during service,[4,30-35,28,39]
however, little data has been published detailing the statistical occurrence rates and crack sizes
required to create corresponding anomaly distributions. This issue can be partially over come
through the use of response surfaces of the increased POF due to the induced defects using a
range of anomaly distribution inputs.
6.2

Handling Induced Defects

All fracture critical components designed under damage tolerance are subject to scheduled
nondestructive inspection to reduce the risk of component failure during operation. This requires
that the engine be removed from the aircraft disassembled, inspected using NDI methods (e.g.
eddy current), and reassembled before being placed back on the aircraft. During this sequence of
events components are subject to handling, cleaning, unbolting and bolting, and other actions
that have the potential to scratch the components. These scratches provide sights for crack
initiation. Once initiated, it is assumed that these cracks will grow deterministically till the
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critical crack size for the material ( ) as defined by equation 16, is reached and the component
fractures.

(

)

(16)

Since the same operations are performed for each component inspection there is an equal chance
of scratching a component with a given size as a function of area. Therefore, the same anomaly
distribution is used at each inspection for a given component. Additionally, new populations of
cracks are assumed to be created from the scratches caused at each inspection. Therefore, a new
analysis is conducted for each component inspection to determine the increase in the POF due to
handling induced defects (Figure 19).

Figure 19: Example of handling induced POF analysis.
Handling increased POF, unlike fatigue is not confined to passing an experimental usage limit.
In the case of handling, the POF will be increased before the end of original component service
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life. Additionally, since component inspections reduce the increase in the POF, the inspection
interval may be reduced for components under life extension. This would increase the number of
inspections per component life and thus increase the POF due to handling induced defects.
6.3

Fatigue Induced Defects

Metal components subject to cyclic loading, below the allowable tensile stress of the material,
can exhibit failures due to fatigue. Essentially, the repeated loading induces and causes surface
cracks to grow till component fracture occurs.[30] Under the safe-life method, components are
retired based on the predicted service life required to induce and grow a detectable surface crack
due to low cycle fatigue (LCF). This limit is commonly referred to the LCF life and is
determined using experimental testing of material samples under representative component
loading conditions. When the measured life of the component passes the LCF life limit, fatigue
induced cracks have the potential to increase the POF and need to be accounted for in the
analysis.
In addition, once fatigue of the material starts to induce surface cracks, it will continue to do so
at an increasing occurrence rate as a function of cycles. Therefore, the probability of a fatigue
crack of a given size being present for a given amount of area is a function of cycles and
increases with continued usage. This causes the anomaly distributions for fatigue induced
defects to be a function of cycles and thus continuous in nature. Under the current analysis
methods a sample cracked component population must be created at a single cycle or starting
point and the continuum must be discretized in order to account for the increase in the POF due
to fatigue.
The continuum is discretized by creating a number of equally spaced fatigue analysis starting
points from LCF to the end of service. At each starting point, a representative anomaly
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distribution is created to account for the fatigue induced defects that occurred during a previous
number of cycles. For subsequent starting points, the number of previous cycles is set equal to
the cycles between the starting points. These anomaly distributions are used to create new
sample cracked populations at the given starting points. The POF increases due to each new
population are then analyzed for the corresponding remaining service life per starting point. In
this manner the fatigue defects induced in the given number of previous cycles are accounted for
in the next starting point and corresponding anomaly distribution.
If the service life of a component was extended from the LCF life at 8,000 cycles to 16,000
cycles the fatigue continuum could be discretized into starting points at 8,000, 10,000, 12,000,
and 14,000 cycles. Since the LCF life is defined as the service life such that 1 out of 1,000
components have a detectable crack size, it can be concluded that the fatigue of the material
started at some point prior to the LCF life. Therefore, the first starting point is placed at the LCF
life limit and accounts for the level of fatigue defects induced up to the LCF life. Similarly, the
fatigue defects induced after the LCF life are accounted for by the remaining starting points, such
that, the starting points at 10,000, 12,000 and 14,000 cycles account for the fatigue defects
induced between 8,000 and 10,000 cycles, 10,000 and 12,000 cycles, and 12,000 and 14,000
cycles, respectively. The results of the analysis of each starting point are summed using
superposition to determine the increase in the POF due to fatigue as seen in Figure 20.
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Figure 20: Example of fatigue induced POF analysis.
One limitation of this method of discretization is that the fatigue defects induced between the last
starting point and the end of service are not accounted for. This is due to the fact that although
the anomaly distributions account for defects induced in the past they only have the ability to
affect the POF for continued service past the corresponding starting point. However, this issue
can be overcome by recalling that crack growth is assumed to be deterministic. Provided the size
of the fatigue cracks at the time of initiation is known, one can determine if any fatigue defects
induced after the last starting point would reach a critical size before the end of service. If these
defects are not of a size such that they can reach a critical size in the remaining service time it
can be assumed that they will have no effect on the POF.
Now that a method for analyzing the fatigue continuum has been developed, the effect of the
continuum on the anomaly distributions for the starting points must be determined. Once the
fatigue of the material begins inducing surface defects, the occurrence rate of such defects will
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increase as a function of cycles. The increase in the defect occurrence rate as a function of
cycles can be expressed using a metric that defines the number of additional components that
develop a fatigue defect of size

per cycle after the initial starting point:
(17)

Where

is the occurrence rate of the minimum defect size for a given anomaly distribution

and N is cycles.
By defining the occurrence rate of the minimum crack size for the first fatigue starting point
) and the increase in the minimal occurrence rate as a function of cycles (

(

),

can be determined for the subsequent starting points. This process can be seen in Figure
21, with

and

maximum crack size (

. Additionally, the occurrence rate of the

) is defined as a constant factor lower than

to insure a sufficient

distribution of crack sizes for each of the anomaly distributions.

Figure 21: Example of fatigue induced crack occurrence rate discretized.
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Unlike handling induced defects, whose sizes are limited only by the size of the area to scratch
and ability of given mechanism to create the scratch, the size of fatigue induced defects is
governed by the fatigue “crack initiation” size. Material fatigue induces defects at the micro
level, at which LEFM principles do not hold.[29] Therefore, a size for fatigue “crack initiation”
or point of concern must be determined such that LEFM concepts can be applied. The concept
of the smallest detectable crack size as the point of concern used by the LCF life can be used to
define the size for fatigue “crack initiation.” Therefore, the size for fatigue “crack initiation” or
minimal crack size for all fatigue anomaly distributions can be defined as the smallest crack
detectable by NDI methods. In addition, since crack growth is deterministic and

is constant

for all the fatigue anomaly distributions, the maximum crack for a given starting point anomaly
can be determined. The maximum crack (

) is determined, by growing a crack of the

initiation size for the given number of cycles between starting points. Where this maximum
crack size represents a crack initiated at the first cycle after the last starting point growing to
when the next starting point is reached. Similarly, then a crack of size

represents a

crack that initiated at the cycle of the starting point in question. This concept is illustrated in
Figure 22, where a minimal cracks size of

mm grows to a size of

mm in the 2,000 cycles between starting points. All cracks that initiate between the
are represented in the crack size distribution as defined by the anomaly distribution.
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Figure 22: Example of method for determining fatigue induced crack sizes.
By applying this method of discretization of the fatigue continuum and growing cracks from the
initiation size to determine a maximum crack size, the analysis of the increase of the POF due to
fatigue only requires four additional inputs: LCF life or the point at which fatigue starts; “crack
initiation” size; initial occurrence rate of the minimal crack size; and rate of increase of the
occurrence rate.
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7

HAFID

Handling And Fatigue Induced Defects (HAFID) is a program developed by the author using
MATLAB to perform the analysis of the POF increase due to handling and fatigue induced
defects. The program has the ability to read DARWIN results files and create new DARWIN
input files. The program is able to alter the component life span, inspection schedule, and
anomaly distribution, using anomaly distributions created using the method discussed in section
6.1.3 of new input files. HAFID can execute DARWIN analysis, as well as, generate plots and
tables of the analysis results. Any combination of manufacturing, handling, and/or fatigue
defects can be analyzed. The program can also create response surfaces for the POF increase
due to handling or fatigue induced defects. All results in this document were created using
HAFID, the code for which can be found in Appendix B.

8

Analysis of a Late Stage Turbine Disk

The methodologies described in this document can be applied through the use of HAFID to
determine the POF increase arising from component life extension while accounting for
manufacturing, handling, and fatigue induced defects. The analysis of a nickel, late stage,
turbine disk was conducted for the United States Air Force (USAF). The purpose of this analysis
was to determine the increased risk that could occur due to the continued use of the given
component beyond the safe-life limit and to make a recommendation regarding the risk to
component life extension.
The POF increase due to seeking “double life” of the component was determined while
accounting for manufacturing, handling, and fatigue defects. “Double life” component life
extension represents doubling the original component LCF life of 8,000 TACs to 16,000 TACS
while maintaining the original inspection interval of 4,000 TACs (a TAC can be represented by
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a single zero to maximum loading cycle (

)). Extending the component life in this fashion

allows the components to be treated as “new” components at the start of the “second life” and
maintain the same time in service between inspections. Maintaining the same inspection interval
eliminates the complications associated with variable inspection intervals. This helps to reduce
concerns of the potentially unsuccessful implementation of component life extension due to the
availability and timeliness of component inspection.

It should be noted that all analysis was conducted for the USAF and was therefore performed
using English units. For the purposes of this document the results and inputs were converted to
SI units.
8.1

Stress Analysis

The geometry of a late stage turbine Inconel 718 rotor was provided by the USAF for this
analysis. The material properties for the stress analysis were taken from the Military Handbook
(MIL-HDBK-5H)[41] and High Temp Metals Inc.[42] which can be seen in table 4.

Inconel 718 Material Properties
Temperature (°C)

427
538

Modulus of
Elasticity,
E (GPa)
186
179

Thermal
Poisson's
Conductivity, α Ratio, ν
(E-6/°C)
14.2
0.280
14.4
0.282

Thermal Conductivity,
K (kilocalorie/hr*m*°C)
14.98
16.37

Table 4: Inconel 718 Material Properties.
Stress analysis of the component under maximum loading conditions is a required input for the
POF analysis. The maximum rotational speed was also provided by the USAF as 3,500 RPM.
However, it was not possible to obtain the information required to determine the thermal and
blade loading. Therefore, the blade load was simulated using an applied pressure of 33 MPa to
the outer diameter of the disk. This method of blade loading simulation and pressure magnitude
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are consistent with the FAA AC 33.70-2 calibration test. Since the actual thermal loading data
could not be obtained and knowing that the component is a late stage turbine disk, it was
concluded after consultation with the USAF sponsors that the disk could be assumed to be at a
uniform temperature due to the air slot not being an area with a high thermal gradient. The
uniform temperature was determined by considering the operating temperature limits for Inconel
718. The upper operating temperature limit for Inconel 718 is approximately 600 °C due to the
fact that material ageing occurs just above this temperature. The lower operating temperature
limit for Inconel 718 is approximately 300 °C, which represents the coldest parts of operating
disks for turbines from this alloy.[31] The uniform operating temperature was chosen by the
USAF as the approximate average of the upper and lower operating limits with an adjustment for
actual conditions as 454.4 °C (850 °F). The stress analysis was conducted using ABAQUS 6.8-1
and the area of maximum stress can be seen in Figure 23 and Figure 24.
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Figure 23: Stress analysis of Inconel 718 disk under maximum loading.

Figure 24: Stress analysis of Inconel 718 disk air slot under maximum loading.
These results are consistent with the known location of maximum stress, as confirmed by the
USAF who stated the air slot was the area of concern for this component. The air slot is defined
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as the flat section between the bolt holes seen in Figure 24. The maximum stress was determined
to be approximately 809.7 MPa and can be seen in Figure 25. The stress analysis and results
were reviewed and approved by the USAF as well within the ranges of the component.

Figure 25: Stress analysis of Inconel 718 disk air slot under maximum loading.
8.2

Probability of Fracture Analysis

With the stress analysis completed the remaining inputs needed for the POF analysis were
determined. These inputs include the crack growth relationship, fracture material properties,
anomaly distribution information, the inspection method, and the corresponding POD curve.
The anomaly distributions are specific to the crack mechanism being analyzed and therefore will
be discussed separately. The component in question was inspected using eddy current
techniques and therefore this method was used for the POF analysis. Although, a POD curve
could be created from the actual equipment used to perform the inspections this information was
not available for our use. The eddy current POD curve from the FAA AC 33.70-2 calibration
test (Figure 7) was determined to be adequate and was therefore used for this analysis. The crack
growth relationship information and fracture material properties were provided by the USAF.
The temperature dependent crack growth relationship information and fracture material
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properties were developed from experimental crack growth testing results of Inconel 718
samples. The crack growth relationship information was created using a sigmoidal curve fit to
the experimental crack growth data. The sigmoidal crack growth relationship is defined by
equation 18 and the crack growth relationship information and fracture material properties used
can be seen in table 5 below.

(

) (

(18)

)

Inconel 718 Crack Growth Properties
Temperature (°C)
427
538

B

P

Q

D

ΔKth (MPa √m)

Kc (MPa √m)

-16.0397
-14.8848

3.1911
2.6411

0.1
0.1

-0.1424
-0.1424

7.6919
7.6919

76.919
76.919

Table 5: Inconel 718 crack growth properties.
8.2.1 Manufacturing Probability of Fracture Analysis
The POF due to manufacturing defects must be analyzed before the POF increase due to induced
defects caused by handling and fatigue can be determined. This is due to the fact that the POF
magnitude at the end of the original service life is seen as the POF of the original life and is used
as a rotor design certification criteria. Therefore, the POF at the end of the original life will be
used as a base line, with all increases in POF using this point as a reference.
The anomaly distribution is the only remaining required input to specify to perform the POF
analysis for manufacturing defects. For the manufacturing defects the FAA AC 33.70-2
calibration test anomaly distribution for manufacturing induced anomalies in circular holes
(Figure 8) was used. The FAA AC 33.70-2 document states that the given anomaly distribution
is for circular holes not necessarily for surfaces such as the air slot being analyzed. However, the
anomaly distribution in question is for the defects caused by manufacturing or machining of
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circular holes. Since both circular holes and the air slot represent critical dimensions and would
be machined to a specified tolerance, the anomaly distribution is applicable for the current
analysis. Additionally, this anomaly distribution was used instead of a HAFID created anomaly
distribution due to the fact that it is published data and as explained above it is applicable to the
current analysis. The method described earlier was created to allow for the creation of anomaly
distributions when such data is not available.
8.2.1.1 Convergence Study
Since the Monte Carlo Simulation is a convergent method a convergence study was conducted
using the manufacturing POF analysis. This insures the POF is not dependent on the number of
samples used for the analysis, a sufficient number of failures are bracketed, and the sample
cracked component population accurately represents the crack size CDF. For the convergence
study the number of samples was increased till the POF at the end of a 16,000 cycle life with a
4,000 cycles inspection interval changed by a sufficiently small percentage when compared to
the results for the previous number of samples. The results for the convergence study can be
seen in table 6. From table 6 it can be concluded that for this analysis the POF converges at
100,000 samples, with the POF only changing by 0.14% when the number of samples is
increased to 500,000 samples.

Monte Carlo Simulation Convergence Study
Number of Samples
50,000
100,000
500,000

POF at the End of Life
1.0813E-05
1.0913E-05
1.0928E-05

Percent Increase
0.92%
0.14%

Table 6: Monte Carlo simulation convergence study.
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8.2.1.2 Crack Type and Location Analysis
It is a standard assumption for POF analysis that a single crack, in the area of highest stress, will
dominate component failure. This is due to the fact that it has been shown that if two cracks are
present in an area of high stress they will either coalesce into a single crack or the growth of one
will dominate and prevent the growth of the other. This is based on the assumption that the
growth of the crack in the location of higher stress will consume the energy needed for the
second crack to grow. Additionally, it assumed that the probability of two life limiting cracks
being present within the area of interest is approximately zero.[19] This concept is consistent with
the FAA AC 33.70-2 calibration test and the theory used in DARWIN.[16,19] Consequently, the
location and type of crack in the area of interest that causes the highest POF must be determined.
Two crack types with different locations were selected for evaluation: corner crack; and a semielliptical surface crack (DARWIN crack types CC11 and SC17 respectively). Locations for both
cracks and corresponding crack zones can be seen in Figures 26 and 27.

Figure 26: Location of corner crack.
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Figure 27: Location of semi-elliptical surface crack.
The manufacturing POF analysis was conducted with both crack types present with a service life
of 16,000 cycles and an inspection interval of 4,000 cycles. The POF results, as a function of
cycles can be seen in Figure 28. From Figure 28 it can be concluded that the semi-elliptical
surface crack has a greater effect on the POF and therefore, is of greater concern than the corner
crack. This is due to the fact that the stress is slightly higher at the semi-elliptical surface crack
location causing it to grow at a faster rate. As a result, all further analysis will be conducted with
only the semi-elliptical surface crack present.
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Crack Type and Location Analysis
Probability of Fracture
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Figure 28: Crack type and location analysis results.
8.2.1.3 Inspection Distribution Analysis
Current life prediction methods used by the USAF state that 100% of all components are
inspected at the specified cycle limit. This implies that there is no distribution applied to the
inspection timing of components. However, in practice components are inspected
opportunistically. Components are inspected every time the engine is removed from the aircraft
and disassembled. Frequently, components of a given engine have different inspection intervals
which can result in the engine being disassembled more often than every 4,000 cycles.
Additionally, foreign object damage can also cause the components to be inspected before the
next scheduled inspection is reached. Although it is clear that applying a distribution to the
inspection timing would more accurately represent current practices the data required to
determine a representative inspection timing distribution is not available.
An analysis was performed to determine the effect on the POF of an inspection timing
distribution versus the idealized inspection timing without a distribution. The manufacturing
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POF analysis was conducted using a service life of 16,000 cycles and inspection interval of
4,000 cycles. Two different inspection schedules were analyzed. The first analysis was
conducted using the idealized inspection timing without a distribution. This corresponds to
100% of components inspected at 4,000, 8,000, and 12,000 cycles. For the inspection schedule
with an inspection timing distribution a normal distribution was assumed with a mean 300 cycles
before the idealized inspection timing with a standard deviation of 100 cycles. This defines an
inspection timing distribution such that six standard deviations or 99.99% of the components are
inspected by the time of the idealized component inspection limit. A comparison of the two
scenarios for the inspection scheduled at 4,000 cycles can be seen in Figure 29. The inspection
time distribution information can be seen in table 7 and the analysis results can be seen in Figure
30 and table 8.

Figure 29: Component inspection timing distribution comparison.
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Inspection Timing Distribution Analysis Information
Inspection Timing with Assumed
Distribution
Mean
Standard Deviation
(cycles)
(cycles)
3,700
100
7,700
100
11,700
100

Idealized Inspection Timing
Mean
(cycles)
4,000
8,000
12,000

Standard Deviation
(cycles)
-

Table 7: Inspection timing distribution analysis information.

Effect of Inspection Timing Distribution on the POF
Probability of Fracture
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Figure 30: Component inspection timing distribution comparison results.

Percent Decrease of POF When Inspection Timing Distribution is Applied
Cycles
8,000
16,000

% Decrease
8.84%
8.71%

Table 8: Percent decrease of POF when inspection timing distribution is applied.
From Figure 29 and table 8 it can be concluded that using an inspection timing distribution
function has an insignificant effect on the increase in POF due to component life extension.
From 8,000 to 16,000 cycles the POF decrease due to using an inspection timing distribution
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function changes by only 0.09%. Therefore, if we are only concerned with the increase in POF
due to component life extension using the idealized component inspection timing is acceptable.
All further POF analysis was conducted using 100,000 samples, the semi-elliptical surface crack,
and the idealized component inspection timing. The results for the manufacturing POF analysis
can be seen in Figure 31 and Appendix A table A.1.

Figure 31: Manufacturing defects POF analysis results.
The POF for the manufacturing defects at 8,000 cycles was found to be 1.0862E-05. This will be
used as the base line for all POF percent increase calculations when handling and fatigue induced
defects are considered.
Referring to Figure 31, the POF plateaus after the first inspection at 4,000 cycles: the POF only
increases 1.14% from 4,000 to 16,000 cycles. This plateau effect occurs for three reasons: (1)
the high ability to find defects; (2) a 100% inspection rate of components at each inspection; and
(3) crack growth is modeled as a deterministic process.
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Since crack growth is deterministic all cracks greater than a given size will cause failure before
the first inspection is reached at 4,000 cycles. For this analysis any crack larger than 0.630 mm
will reach a critical size (

mm) within 4,000 cycles (Figure 32). Since the largest crack

size in the corresponding anomaly distribution is 2.54 mm, a large percent of failures occur
before the first inspection. In the first 4,000 cycles 23.9% of the component population
fractures, this represents 98.8% of the total number of failures during the entire 16,000 cycles.
When the first inspection is reached a large percent of components are removed from service due
to defect detection. During the first inspection 33.8% of the cracked component population is
removed. This is due to the fact the eddy current POD curve defines a high ability to find defects
well below the critical size. The eddy current POD curve in Figure 7 shows that there is a 1%
chance to detect cracks as small as 0.44 mm and 100% to detect all cracks larger than
approximately 1.5 mm. In addition, the remaining crack size population contains mostly cracks
smaller than the size required to reach fracture before the next inspection. In fact, since the
minimum crack size in the POD is smaller than the required crack size to reach a critical size in
the 4,000 cycles, the only cracks that will cause failure in between 4,000 and 8,000 cycles are the
cracks missed during the first inspection. The number of components missed during inspections
is further reduced by the fact that 100% of the components are inspected. The effect of the
percentage on components inspected on the POF can be seen in Figure 33. Figure 34 shows the
manufacturing analysis crack size population after 4,000 cycles of crack growth.
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Figure 32: Cycles required for the crack sizes of FAA AC 33.70-2 anomaly distribution to reach a
critical size.
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Figure 33: Change in manufacturing POF due to change in percent inspected.
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16000

Figure 34: Crack size population created using FAA AC 33.70-2 anomaly distribution after 4,000
cycles.
Furthermore, the POF due to extending the life of the component from 8,000 to 16,000 cycles
only increases by 0.47%. This result again shows that component life extension would have a
negligible effect on the POF. However, this analysis underestimates the increase in the POF due
to component life extension because defects induced during service are not included.
8.2.2 Handling Induced Probability of Fracture Analysis
The defects induced during the handling of components during component inspection will
increase the POF. As stated previously, there is an equal chance to scratch the components at
each inspection. Therefore the same anomaly distribution is used at each inspection.
Additionally, it is assumed a new crack population is induced at each inspection. As a result,
there is a new handling POF analysis conducted for each component inspection.
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It is assumed induced crack distributions can be represented with an exponential distribution.
This assumption is based on the fact the FAA AC 33.70-2 anomaly crack distribution is itself an
exponential distribution. Also, unlike fatigue there is no correlation between the minimum and
maximum cracks sizes. The minimum crack size for a handling anomaly distribution (the
smallest scratch possible during component handling) is hard to determine and therefore, is
defined as the point of concern. Here the point of concern is defined to be an “engineering
crack” size (

mm or

in). This minimal crack size will be used for all

handling anomaly distributions. Additionally, the occurrence rate of the maximum crack size is
assumed to be three orders of magnitude less than the corresponding occurrence rate of the
minimum crack size (

). This insures a good distribution of cracks

between the minimum and maximum crack sizes and that the maximum crack size occurrence
rate always remains less than the minimum crack size occurrence rate.
Since the total feature area of the component is given, only the maximum crack size (
occurrence rate of the minimum crack size (

) and

) are left to be determined for the creation of a

handling anomaly distribution. However, depending on the magnitude of these two inputs it can
be concluded that handling has either a negligible or large effect on the increase in the POF. The
handling induced POF analysis was conducted four different times using four different
combinations or settings for these two variables. The two different magnitudes for the maximum
crack size used are

mm and

the occurrence rate of the minimum crack size are

mm and for
and

. The two

occurrence rates for the minimum crack size represent 1 out of 20,000 (
out of 5,000 (

) components scratched such that a crack size

) and 1
is induced at

each inspection. The variable information for the four different settings and the their
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corresponding percent in increase due to handling at the end of service with respect to the POF at
end of the original service life can be seen in table 9. The anomaly distributions for all four
settings can be seen in Figure 35. The POF analysis results for all four handling analysis cases
can be seen in Figure 36. In Figure 36 the individual analysis corresponding to each new
population of defects induced at the individual inspections as seen in Figure 19 have been
combined to create a single curve for clarity. The data for Figure 36 can be found in table B.2.
From table 9 it can be concluded the POF increase due to handling induced defects is more
sensitive to increases in the maximum crack size than an increase in the occurrence rate of the
minimum crack size. The POF due to handling increases by a factor of four with an increase in
the occurrence rate and increases by a factor of 16 to 17 with an increase in the maximum crack
size.
If the POF increase due to handling induced defects was less than 5% at the end of the “double
life” limit it could be concluded that handling induced defects have a negligible effect. The
increase in the POF is only 5.61% for setting (1). However, the conclusion on whether handling
induced POF increase is significant is dependent on the settings of maximum crack size and the
occurrence rate of the minimum crack size. When either one or both of these inputs is increased
to their second setting level the increase in the POF rises to between 21% and 340%. Therefore,
whether handling induced defects are of concern is greatly dependent on the largest plausible
crack size which could develop from a scratch and the occurrence rate of component scratches.
Since the type of data required to determine these inputs is unavailable, a response surface for
the handling induced POF was created in terms of maximum crack size and the occurrence rate
of the minimum crack size in order to cover the range of possibilities that exist.
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Although it has been shown that induced defects do occur, it is difficult without further
experimentation or historical inspection data to determine the size and occurrence rates of such
defects. A methodology was developed to allow for the creation of anomaly distributions using
conditioned inputs in place of the required data. Although this allows for the analysis of the POF
increase due to induced defects, the anomaly distributions are no longer based on experimental
data and engine fleet experience. This issue can be addressed by analyzing the POF increase due
to induced defects using a range of inputs and conditioned anomaly distribution. The results of
this analysis can then be used to create a response surface for the POF increase due to induced
defects. Response surfaces allow visualization of POF increase due to two factors. From the
response surface one can determine the required magnitude of the conditioned anomaly
distribution inputs such that, the POF increase due to induced defects is significant. The increase
in the POF due to handling induced defects at the end of “double life” can be seen in Figure 38.
The anomaly distribution limits for the response surface can be seen in Figure 37. The anomaly
distribution inputs for the response surface can be seen in table 10.

POF Increase Due to Handling Induced Defects
5.61%
21.02%

Setting
(1)
(3)

85.29%
339.73%

Table 9: POF increase due to handling induced defects
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Setting
(2)
(4)

Figure 35: Handling induced anomaly distributions analysis.
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Figure 36: Handling induced POF analysis results.
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16000

Handling Induced POF Response Surface Inputs
mm (
̃

in)
mm (
mm (

in)
in)

Table 10: Handling induced POF response surface inputs.

Figure 37: Handling induced POF response surface anomaly distribution limits.
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Figure 38: Handling induced POF response surface.

Figure 39: Handling induced POF response surface fitted model.
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(19)

Handling Induced POF Fitted Model Coefficients
Coefficient

Magnitude (95% Confidence Bounds)
0.002712 (0.002635, 0.002789)
0.4386 (0.433, 0.4443)
-0.008877 (-0.009118, -0.008636)
-1.558 (-1.571, -1.544)
0.01056 (0.01029, 0.01084)
1.568 (1.558, 1.579)
-0.005425 (-0.005565, -0.005285)
-0.3516 (-0.3542, -0.349)
0.001017 (0.0009909, 0.001043)

Table 11: Handling induced POF fitted model coefficients.

Goodness of Handling Induced POF Fitted Model
3.042e-006
0.9999
0.9999
1.396e-005

SSE
R Squared
R Squared Adjusted
RMSE

Table 12: Goodness of handling induced POF fitted model.
Equation 19 shows the handling induced POF fitted model for the increase in the POF at the end
of “double life” in terms of the maximum crack size and the occurrence rate of the minimum
crack size. This model allows for the calculation of the POF at the end of life due to handling
induced defects for any select magnitudes of the two variables within the input limits shown in
table 10. A comparison of the fitted model and the response surface can be seen in Figure 39.
The coefficients and 95% confidence bounds can be seen in table 11 and the model evaluation
perimeters can be seen in table 12.
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Figure 37 shows the maximum increase in the POF due to handling induced defects at the end of
“double life” with three inspections is 7.35E-3. This is an approximate 67,500% increase in the
POF compared to the POF at the end of the original life. However, this increase is based on
scenario that one of every one hundred components (

) are scratched at every

inspection in the area of highest stress such that a crack initiates which is 80% of the critical
crack size. This is an extremely unlikely scenario and was run as a limit study case only. The
more likely scenario is that a limited number of components are scratched with a minimal size
each inspection. This is based on the fact that handling induced failures have not been
historically seen. This can be partly atributed to the fact that components are only scheduled to
be inspected once in their original life and retired when the second inspection is reached.
However, as we attempt to extend component life the number of inspections will increase and
handling induced failures will become more likely and should not be ignored in future analyses.
8.2.3 Fatigue Induced Probability of Fracture Analysis
Cyclic loading of components below the allowable tensile stress will cause some material to
fatigue. Material fatigue induces defects of a detectable size in a given fraction of components
past an operating limit known as the low cycle fatigue (LCF) life limit. Once the LCF life limit
is reached the occurrence rate of defects induced by fatigue will increase with continued service.
This causes the level of fatigue induced defects represented by an anomaly distribution to be a
function of cycles and therefore, continuous. As discussed in section 6.3, this continuum can be
discretized to account for the increase in the POF due to fatigue induced defects to be analyzed
using current methods. Recalling that new crack component sample populations are started on a
set interval, starting at the LCF life and continuing to the end of component service, these new
populations are created using corresponding anomaly distributions, whose crack occurrence rates
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are increasing as a function of cycles. This is to account for the level of additional components
cracked since the last fatigue cracked component population was created. It was also determined
that fatigue cracks initiate at the micro level which is below the applicable LEFM range.
Therefore, the point of “crack initiation” and minimal crack size for fatigue induced anomaly
distributions was determined to be the smallest detectable crack using NDI methods. Finally, it
was determined that maximum crack size for fatigue induced anomaly distributions can be
determined by deterministically growing the minimal crack size for the corresponding number of
cycles accounted for by the next anomaly distribution.
The increase in the POF during “double life” component life extension due to fatigue induced
defects remains to be analyzed. Since the LCF life or the original safe-life for this component is
8,000 cycles, the effect of fatigue induced defects was analyzed from 8,000 to 16,000 cycles. It
was determined that new crack populations would be created at the starting points: 8,000,
10,000, 12,000, and 14,000 cycles. As discussed in section 6.3, the LCF life is based on 1 out of
1,000 components (

) having a detectable crack size due to fatigue and

implies that fatigue started inducing defects before the LCF life was reached. Because of a lack
of experimental data, fatigue was assumed to start inducing defects at a conservative 2,000
cycles before the LCF life. This assumption allows the minimum and maximum cracks sizes for
all the fatigue induced anomaly distributions to be constant, since each anomaly distribution
therefore accounts for the previous 2,000 cycles. Additionally, for the reasons stated in the
previous section, the occurrence rate for the maximum crack is assumed to be three orders of
magnitude lower than the occurrence rate of the minimum crack size (
Consistent with the “double life” life extension approach, component inspections were
performed at 4,000, 8,000, and 12,000 cycles. Also, like the manufacturing and handling
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).

analysis, the NDI eddy current method and FAA AC 33.70-2 eddy current POD curve were used.
The smallest detectable crack size for an eddy current inspection is between approximately 0.254
mm (0.010 in) and 0.508 mm (0.020 in). For this analysis the average of these two limits were
used for the minimum crack size for the fatigue induced anomaly distributions (
mm or

in). The maximum crack size was determined by cycling

for 2,000 cycles

which represents the number of cycles accounted for by each fatigue starting point. This was
done using a self developed code which uses the closed form sigmoidal crack equation shown in
equation 18 with the constants shown in table 5. In order to validate the crack growth code it
was compared to DARWIN’s deterministic crack growth model using the fatigue crack growth
(FCG) relationship and constants. Figure 40 shows the initial (

) and final (

) crack

sizes of a crack after 1,997 loading cycles using both DARWIN and the developed code. The
results in Figure 40 show that the developed code has 1% or less error when compared to
DARWIN. The variation is due to the fact that the geometry factor (Y) used to determine the
stress intensity (equation 4) is a function of crack size. The geometry factor is recalculated by
DARWIN for each change in crack length, but it is not for the developed code, where it is
viewed as a constant. This limitation is deemed acceptable since a 1% variation is deemed
significant. The geometry factor was determined for the developed code such that there is
approximately zero variation at center of the range of interest (

to 0.508 mm).

Using the developed crack growth code it was determined that a minimum crack size of 0.381
mm (0.015 in) will grow to a size of 0.4951 mm (0.0195 in). Therefore, 0.508 mm (0.020 in)
was used as the maximum crack size for the fatigue induced anomaly distributions.
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Figure 40: Comparison of closed form crack growth models.
Since there is no starting point between 14,000 and the end of life at 16,000, the defects induced
due to fatigue during this period are not included. However, it was shown in section 6.3 that as
long as a crack of the initial size could not reach a critical size during this period of operation
then it was an acceptable limitation. Specifically, it was determined that a crack of initiation size
(

mm) will reach a size of 0.4951 mm in 2,000 cycles. Since this is still well

below the critical crack size (

mm) the unaccounted defects induced by fatigue

between the last starting point and the end of service will have no effect on the POF.
The last item to be determined before we can conduct the fatigue induced analysis is the rate of
change of the occurrence rate as a function of cycles (

). Due to a lack of experimental data,

the rate of change of the occurrence rate was established to be such that 1 out of 100,000
additional components has a crack initiated due to fatigue every cycle (
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). The

inputs for the fatigue induced anomaly distributions can be seen in table 13 and the anomaly
distributions can be seen in Figure 41. The results for a fatigue induced increase in the POF
analysis can be seen in Figure 42. The data for Figure 40 can be found in table A.3.

Fatigue Induced Anomaly Distribution Inputs
Starting Point

8,000 Cycles

1E-3
1E-6

10,000 Cycles
12,000 Cycles
0.381 mm (0.015 in)
0.508 mm (0.020 in)
2.1E-2
4.1E-2
2.1E-5
4.1E-5

Table 13: Fatigue induced anomaly distribution inputs.

Figure 41: Fatigue induced anomaly distributions
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14,000 Cycles

6.1E-2
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Figure 42: Fatigue induced increase in POF analysis results.
The fatigue induced defects cause an increase in the POF at the end of life of approximately
31.4% above the original POF. This is a significant increase and it is important to note the
concentration of the POF increase due to fatigue. The results in Figure 42 show that the defects
induced by fatigue have negligible effect of the POF till 15,600 cycles which is 9,600 cycles
after the onset of fatigue at 6,000 cycles. Furthermore, when the fatigue induced defects do start
to impact the POF they immediately have a large effect, increasing the POF by 31.4% in just 400
cycles. This behavior occurs for three reasons: (1) crack growth is modeled as deterministic; (2)
one must account for the effect of component inspection; and (3) the distribution of crack sizes is
relatively small.
Based on the fact that crack growth is deterministic, the smallest crack that can reach a critical
size and cause fracture within the given number of cycles can be determined. This causes the
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crack component populations started at 12,000 and 14,000 cycles to have no effect on the POF.
The smallest crack size that can reach a critical size in the 4,000 cycles between the starting point
at 12,000 cycles end of service is approximately 0.630 mm. Since the largest crack in the fatigue
induced anomaly distributions is less than 0.630 mm (

mm), defects induced in the

last 4,000 cycles are not able to cause fracture and thus increase the POF.
In this case, the cracked component population created at the 8,000 cycle starting point also has
no effect on the POF. This is due to the inspection at 12,000 cycles and the high reliability of
detecting cracks as defined by the POD curve. After the 4,000 cycles between the starting point
at 8,000 cycles and the inspection at 12,000 cycles, the smallest and largest crack size in the
anomaly distribution have grown to 0.678 and 1.045 mm, respectively. As seen in Figure 7 the
POD curve shows there is approximately a 22.8% and 81.9% probability of detecting crack sizes
equal to or less than 0.678 and 1.045 mm, respectively. Therefore, almost all of the components
with larger cracks are removed during the inspection. The remaining cracks sizes are either too
small to reach a critical size in the remaining 4,000 cycles or are too few in numbers to cause
enough failures to increase the POF. Applying equation 20, we find 10,873 of the 100,000
cracked components, created at the 8,000 cycle starting point would have to fracture to increase
the POF at the end of the original life by just 1%. The occurrence rate for the maximum crack
size is such that only 1 out of the 100,000 component population (

) has a crack

of the maximum size.
(

)

Where ρ is the percent increase in the POF of the original life,
original life, N is the population size, and

(20)
is the POF at the end of the

is the occurrence rate of the minimum crack size

of the corresponding anomaly distribution.
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The entire increase in the POF due to fatigue induced defects is caused by the crack component
population created at the 10,000 cycles starting points. This is true because after the 2,000
cycles between the starting point at 10,000 cycles and the inspection at 12,000 cycles, the
smallest and largest crack sizes in the anomaly distribution have grown to 0.495 and 0.699 mm,
respectively. Crack sizes equal to or less than 0.495 and 0.699 mm have only a 2.8% and 26.1%
probability of detection, respectively. This causes a large percentage of cracked components
from this starting point to be missed during inspection. This coupled with the fact any crack
larger than 0.391 mm (

mm) will reach a critical size within the 6,000 cycles

between the 10,000 cycles starting point and the end of service, causes the large increase in the
POF seen in Figure 42.
The fact that the large increase in the POF occurs over such a short period can be explained by
noting the relatively small difference between the maximum and minimum cracks sizes of the
fatigue induced anomaly distributions. The difference in the two crack sizes is only 0.127 mm.
This is very important because crack growth is deterministic and it results in the difference in
cycles to failure of the minimum and maximum crack sizes to be only 1,296 cycles. Therefore,
every component remaining after inspection in the crack population created at the 10,000 cycles
starting point will fracture in the 1,300 cycles following the maximum crack size reaching the
critical crack size.
As with the handling induced analysis, the results of the previous analysis are based on anomaly
distribution inputs which are not based on experimental data. For this reason, a response surface
was generated to show the increase in the POF due to fatigue induced defects. However, in the
case of fatigue there are three factors used to determine the anomaly distributions: (1) the
minimal crack size (

); (2) the occurrence rate of the minimal crack at the first fatigue
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starting point (
(

); and (3) the increase in the occurrence rate of the minimal crack size

). A POF response surface can only be created in terms of two variables. To determine

which of the two of the three variables have the greatest effect on the POF a sensitivity analysis
was conducted. The POF due to fatigue induced defects was determined for five different
magnitudes for each of the three key variables.
Thus, change in the fatigue induced POF for the minimal crack size, the occurrence rate of the
minimal crack at the initial fatigue starting point, and the increase in the occurrence rate of the
minimal crack size can be seen in Figure 43, Figure 44, and Figure 45, respectively. From these
figures it is clear that the initial occurrence rate of the minimum crack size has the least effect on
the POF. This is because the occurrence rate of the minimum crack increases so quickly for
subsequent starting points. Even with the increase in the occurrence rate set at its lowest setting
(

) and the initial occurrence rate set at its highest setting (

),

the occurrence rate of the minimum crack size increases by an order of magnitude from the first
to the second starting point (from 1E-3 to 2.1E-2). Figure 46 shows the results in Figures 43
through 45 in terms of percent increase in the respective variable versus the percent increase in
the POF at the end of life. The percentages are determined using the corresponding variable’s
lowest setting and corresponding POF at the end of life. From Figure 46 it is clear that the
setting of the initial occurrence rate of the minimum crack has little effect on POF at the end of
life. Therefore, it will be held constant and the POF fatigue induced response surface will be
created in terms of minimum crack size and rate of increase of the occurrence of the minimum
crack size.
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Change in POF due to Increase in Minimum Crack Size
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Figure 43: Change in the fatigue induced POF due to increase in the minimum crack size.
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Change in POF due to Increase in Initial Occurrence Rate of
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Figure 44: Change in the fatigue induced POF due to increase in initial occurrence rate of the
minimum crack size.
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Change in POF due to Increase in Rate of Change of
Occurrence Rate
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Figure 45: Change in the fatigue induced POF due to increase in rat e of change of occurrence rate.
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Figure 46: Fatigue induced POF sensitivity.
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Table 14 shows the inputs and limits for the fatigue induced response surface. The limits for the
minimum crack size correspond to the limits of smallest detectable crack size for an eddy current
inspection. The limits for the increase in the occurrence rate of the minimum crack size
correspond to 1 out of 100,000 and 1 out of 1,000 additional components being cracked per
cycle. The initial occurrence rate of the minimum crack size corresponds to that of the safe-life
method. The anomaly distribution limits for the fatigue induced POF response surface can be
seen in Figure 47. The fatigue induced POF response surface for the POF at the end of “double
life” can be seen in Figure 48.

Fatigue Induced POF Response Surface Inputs
mm (
mm (

in)
in)

Table 14: Fatigue induced POF response surface inputs.
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Figure 47: Fatigue induced POF response surface anomaly distribution limits.
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Figure 48: Fatigue induced POF response surface at the end of “double life”
The maximum increase in the POF due to fatigue induced defects at the end of “double life” is
2.7187E-2. This is an extremely high POF and is a 250,195% increase in the POF compared to
the POF at the LCF life limit. The maximum POF increase for fatigue is an order of magnitude
greater than the maximum POF in handling response surface. Additionally, it is just as unlikely
that 1 out of 100 additional components per cycle will develop a fatigue defect as it is that 1 out
of 100 components would be scratched at each inspection. Both upper limits for the occurrence
rate variables represent unlikely and extreme scenarios. However, unlike handling where the
probability of scratching a component such that a crack 80% of the critical size is induced is also
highly unlikely, the upper limit for the minimum crack for the fatigue response surface is
possible. The upper limit for the “crack initiation” size for the fatigue response is only 0.508
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mm. Therefore, it can be concluded that fatigue will have a greater effect than handling induced
defects on the POF.
Referring to Figure 48, a similarly odd behavior is noted in the POF due to fatigue induced
defects which decreases with increasing minimum crack size past a certain size. One would
expect the POF should continue to increase with increasing minimum crack size. This reduction
in POF in the fatigue POF response surface for crack sizes between the two large peaks in Figure
48 is due a number of factors. The factors causing the behavior seen in Figure 47 are: (1) crack
growth is modeled as deterministic; (2) the effect of inspection; and (3) crack size population.
As discussed previously in this section, deterministic crack growth causes the crack population
started at the 8,000 cycles starting point to reach a size such that the inspection at 12,000 cycles
has a high probability of removing a large percentage of components. Additionally, it was
shown that the effect of inspection was limited on defects in the crack population started at
10,000 cycles due to their reduced size. Finally, it was shown that the defects accounted for at
the last two starting points were too small to reach a critical size before the end of service and
thus, have no effect on the POF.
The combination of these factors cause the large POF increase seen in Figure 48 for minimum
crack sizes between approximately 0.4 and 0.45 mm. In this range, as the minimum crack
increases the crack size distribution shifts to the right and increases. This increases the number
of components with defects with a low probability of detection, but still able to reach a critical
size before the end of service, thus increasing the POF. However, as the minimum crack size
increases, the effect of inspection rises and reduces the number of defects are able to reach
failure. The POF continues to increase with increasing minimum crack size until the number of
defects able to reach failure before the end of service begins to decrease as more and more
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components are removed during inspection. This affect can be seen in Figure 49 where the POF
at the end of service of the smallest and largest minimum crack sizes is greater than the middle
crack size. Therefore, the POF starts to decrease with increase minimum crack size since, at this
point, the defects of the 10,000 cycles starting point are the only ones causing failures.

Change in Probability of Fracture
with Minimum Crack Size
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Figure 49: Change in POF with minimum crack size.
The fatigue induced POF in Figure 48 continues to decline until the minimum crack size
becomes large enough to allow the defects of the maximum size to reach a critical size within
4,000 cycles. At this point defects created at the 8,000 cycles starting point can cause fracture
before inspection and defects created at the 12,000 cycles starting point can cause fracture before
the end of service. When the minimum crack size reaches approximately 0.467 mm (
mm) the maximum crack size in the anomaly distribution is approximately 0.632 mm
(

mm). Crack sizes larger than 0.630 mm able to reach a critical size within 4,000
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cycles. Once this point is reached, an increasing percentage of components from the two starting
points, fracture as the minimum crack size increases. Also, since the range of cracks sizes is
small when inspection is reached the remaining unfractured components of 8,000 cycles starting
point population are removed. This causes the component population created at 8,000 cycles to
have no further effect after the inspection at 12,000 cycles.
For minimum crack sizes between 0.45 and 0.48 mm, the populations created at the 8,000 and
12,000 cycles starting points are now causing failures. However, the POF seems to stabilize and
not increase with increasing minimum crack size as expected. As stated previously, the effect of
inspection on the 10,000 cycles starting point is increasing with the minimum crack size, causing
a reduction in the number of failures caused by the correspond defect population after certain
size. Although the number of defects fracturing due to 8,000 and 12,000 cycles starting points is
increasing, the number of defects fracturing due to the 10,000 cycles starting point is continuing
to decrease. This causes a number of local POF maximums and minimums for this range of
minimum crack sizes. For this range, the POF can only increase with an increase in the
minimum crack size if the increase in fractures due to the 8,000 and 12,000 cycles starting point
populations is greater than the reduction in fractures due to the 10,000 cycles starting point
population.
As the minimum crack size increases past 0.48 mm the number of fractures starts to rapidly
increase causing the large increase in the POF seen in Figure 48. The rate of crack growth
increases with increasing crack size. As the minimum crack size increases, a greater percentage
of the crack sizes of the corresponding anomaly distributions are able to reach a critical size
within 4,000 cycles. This coupled with the fact that the population size of the components
containing defects of this size is also increasing, causes the POF to increase very quickly.
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Defects accounted for at the 14,000 cycles starting point have no effect on the POF at any point.
This is due to the fact that cracks smaller than 1.255 mm are unable to reach a critical size within
2,000 cycles. Even with the minimum crack size at the largest setting, the largest crack size in
the fatigue anomaly distribution is only 0.699 mm. This fact results in the defects accounted for
at the 10,000 cycles starting point being unable to fail before the inspection is reached at 12,000
cycles.
A fitted model was created for the fatigue induced POF response surface for the minimum crack
size range 0.400 to 0.508 mm. The POF due to fatigue induced defects at the end of “double
life” can be determined as a function of the minimum crack size and increase in occurrence rate
of the minimum crack using equation 21 and coefficients in table 15. The comparison of the
fitted model and the fatigue POF response surface can be seen in Figure 50. Model evaluation
perimeters can be seen in table 16.

Figure 50: Fatigue induced POF response surface fitted model.
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(21)

Fatigue Induced POF Fitted Model Coefficients
Coefficient

Magnitude (95% Confidence Bounds)
0.005206 (0.005162, 0.005249)
0.002967 (0.002924, 0.003011)
-0.002244 (-0.002345, -0.002142)
-0.0005802 (-0.000638, -0.0005225)
-0.003422 (-0.003513, -0.003331)
-0.001945 (-0.002036, -0.001854)
0.003761 (0.003627, 0.003894)
0.001056 (0.001026, 0.001085)
0.001464 (0.00143, 0.001498)
0.0008313 (0.0007974, 0.0008652)
-0.000573 (-0.0006121, -0.0005338)

Table 15: Fatigue induced POF fitted model coefficients.

Goodness of Fatigue Induced POF Fitted Model
0.002671
0.967
0.9669
0.0007802

SSE
R Squared
R Squared Adjusted
RMSE

Table 16: Goodness of fatigue induced POF fitted model.
The increase in the POF due to fatigue induced defects is driven by the rate of crack growth, the
assumed size of “crack initiation”, crack occurrence rates, and the inspection schedule past the
LCF life limit. These factors must be balanced to control the increase in the POF based on the
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LCF life limit due to fatigue induced defects. If either the crack growth rates or assumed size of
“crack initiation” increase, the inspection interval will have to be adjusted. The inspection
timing must be determined such that the maximum crack size present at the LCF life limit is
unable to reach a critical size before the next inspection. Reducing the inspection interval after
the LCF life is reached can also be used as an additional factor of safety. By reducing the usage
between inspection intervals, a combination of the maximum crack size and rate of crack growth
will have to increase for component failure to occur before the next inspection.
However, no matter what inspection interval after LCF life limit is enforced, a percentage of
cracked components will still go undetected. The assumed size of “crack initiation” must be
small enough to ensure that defects that initiate shortly before a given inspection have a very
small probability of detection. If no further inspections are preformed, these undetected defects
will reach critical size if subjected to enough usage without inspection. Due to the fact that they
initiated before the corresponding inspection, the undetected defects require fewer cycles after
the given inspection to cause failure than the defects present at the LCF life limit. In order to
prevent the undetected defects from reaching a critical size the inspection interval must be
reduced after the first post LCF life limit inspection.
The last factor to address is the occurrence rate of fatigue induced defects. To account for the
fact that every component will contain fatigue defects in the area of highest stress the conditional
probability of failure is modified by the occurrence rate of the minimum defect or the expected
number of defects. As the occurrence rate of minimum crack size decreases, the number of
failures required to increase the POF by a given amount increases.
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9

Results and Discussion

The purpose of this analysis was to determine the increase in the POF of a late stage, Inconel 718
turbine rotor due to “double life” extension accounting for manufacturing, handling, and fatigue
defects. Using the stress analysis as an input a Monte Carlo Simulation POF convergence study
was completed. It was determined that a semi-elliptical surface crack has a greater effect on the
POF than the corner crack. It was demonstrated that this was due to the slightly higher stress
condition at the initial geometry location of the semi-elliptical surface crack. Furthermore, it was
shown that inspecting 100% of components at a specific cycle is not consistent with current
inspection practices, however the addition of an inspection time distribution proved to have a
negligible effect on the increase in the POF. The results lead to the conclusion that the omission
of an inspection time distribution is an acctectable limitation since only the increase in the POF
due to component life extension is of interest.
The POF due to manufacturing defects was analyzed using the AC 33.70-2 anomaly distribution.
The manufacturing defect component population was created before the first cycle and was
analyzed for the 16,000 cycles needed to reach the “double life” limit using a 4,000 cycles
inspection interval constant with the “double life” concept. The POF for the manufacturing
defects at the 8,000 cycles was found to be 1.0862E-05 and was used as the POF associated with
the LCF life limit. The manufacturing POF plateau was observed after the first inspection,
increasing only 1.14% for the remaining 12,000 cycles. It was shown that this effect is the
results of the eddy currents method’s significant sensitivity and ability to detect small defects,
100% component inspection rate, and that crack growth behavior is deterministic. It was also
determined that the manufacturing defects under “double life” extension only increased the POF
by 0.47% from that of the LCF life limit. It was concluded that the POF plateauing under
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component life extension was not accurate primarily because it did not include the introduction
of new damage mechanisms such as arise from handling and fatigue which are known to occur.
When passing the LCF life limit, or the point at which material fatigue defects are induced, the
growth of such defects must impact the POF. Therefore, it was concluded that induced defects
due to material fatigue and component handling need to be included in any analysis of
component life extension beyond the traditional safe-life LCF life limit.
Handling induced defects occur due to the scratches or damage caused during the handling
process of components removed and reassembled during component inspection. A method of
dealing with handling defects was included in the analysis in recognition that as component life
is extended the number of required inspections will also rise which increases the probability of
scratching components. It was demonstrated that the increase in the POF due to handling
induced defects is dependent on the occurrence rate of component scratches and their
corresponding size. The handling analysis was conducted using two different magnitudes for the
maximum crack size and occurrence rate of the minimum crack size. It was found that the
magnitude of these two variables, causes an increase in the POF due to handling induced defects
in a range from 5.61% to 339.73% when compared to the LCF life limit POF. It was concluded
that the increase in the POF due to handling induced defects was far more likely to be near
5.61%, the lowest POF increase. This is due to the fact that historically handling induced defects
have not be seen and it is likely that only a limited number of components are actually scratched
in a fashion significant enough to cause cracks in areas of high stress. However, despite this
handling induced defects should continue to be included in the analysis of the POF due to the
additional inspection requirements of component life extension concepts.
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Furthermore, it was clearly shown that the defects induced by fatigue of the material must be
accounted for once the LCF life limit is passed. Since the rate of fatigue induced defects is a
strong function of cycles. Consequently, the anomaly distributions accounting for the occurrence
rate of these defects are continuous. This continuum was discretized by creating new
populations of fatigue induced defects on a set interval to allow for their analysis. Each of these
intervals account for the fatigue induced defects that initiated since the last population was
created. It was also determined that a point of “crack initiation” had to be established, since
fatigue crack initiation occurs at the micro level where LEFM concepts are not applicable. This
“crack initiation” size was used as the minimum crack size and to determine the maximum crack
size for the for fatigue anomaly distributions. This was done by growing the given minimum
crack size for the number of cycles accounted for by each fatigue starting point where a new
crack population is created.
The increase in the POF due to fatigue induced defects during “double life” extension was
determined to be 31.4%. This significant increase in the POF occurs over just 400 cycles. The
defects induced by fatigue have negligible affect on the POF till 15,600 cycles which is 9,600
cycles after the onset of fatigue at 6,000 cycles. It was concluded that the failures occur because
of the low probability of detecting the defects that initiate shortly before the 12,000 cycles
inspection coupled with the fact that no further inspections would be done to account for
undetected defects in the remaining 4,000 cycles. The large increase observed in the POF is due
to the small difference that exists between the maximum and minimum crack sizes which allows
all undetected defects to cause failure in a span of just 1,300 cycles.
It was concluded that the increase in the POF due to fatigue induced defects is driven by the rate
of crack growth, the assumed size of “crack initiation”, crack occurrence rates, and schedule
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inspection rate past the LCF life limit. It was demonstrated that the inspection interval must be
such that the maximum crack size present at the LCF life limit is unable to reach a critical size
before the next inspection is reached. It was shown regardless of the inspection interval a
percentage of the defects initiated shortly before a post LCF life limit inspection will be
undetected due to the low probability of detection. Additionally, since these defects initiated
before the corresponding inspection, they require fewer post inspection cycles to reach failure
compared to those present at the LCF life limit. Therefore, to account for these undetected
defects and prevent further failures, the inspection interval must be shortened after the first post
LCF life limit inspection.
For the current analysis, if an inspection was performed at 14,000 cycles, the previously
undetected defects that are close to critical size would be easily detected and removed to prevent
the large increase in the POF observed between 15,000 and 16,000 cycles. The impact in the
POF due to fatigue resulting from increasing minimum crack size and adding a post LCF life
inspection at 14,000 cycles can be seen in Figure 51. The large increase in the POF seen in
Figure 42 without the additional inspection has been prevented. Therefore, after the first post
LCF life inspection the inspection interval must be reduced to prevent the rapid increase in the
POF. However, the life extension benefit of component inspection after the first post LCF life
limit is reduced, reducing the time in service gained per component inspection. Shortened
inspection intervals will provide a smaller life extension benefit at a higher cost.
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Change in POF due to Increase in Minimum Crack Size
and Inspection at 14,000 Cycles
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Figure 51: Change in the POF due to increase in minimum crack size and component inspection at
14,000 cycles.
In addition, a large percentage of components maybe removed during the first post LCF life
inspection. Retired components will most likely have to be replaced with new components. This
creating two component populations in service with difference amounts of usage. This can
create two issues: (1) tracking the two populations of components is essential; and (2) multiples
of the same component in a single engine having different inspection intervals. If the inspection
interval is reduced for the component population under component life extension tracking
component could become an issue. Since the inspection interval is reduced during component
life extension to prevent undetected defects from reaching failure, it becomes paramount that the
correct components are inspected as scheduled. This issue is compounded if a single engine
should happen to contain at least one component from each population. Also it is likely that a
reduction in the inspection interval will cause the corresponding component to become the life
limiting part and drive the frequency of inspections. This would increase the number of
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inspections for all the components in the corresponding engine since components are inspected
opportunistically. Increasing the number of inspections of all components due to the reduced
inspection interval of a single component will increase the life cycle cost of all the inspected
components of the corresponding engine. Therefore, to prevent these issues, before component
life extension is implemented, it should be established at what percentage of components
removed during the first post LCF life limit inspection the entire population should be retired.
The recommendation of the author concerning the life extension of the component analyzed is to
perform the inspection at the LCF life limit of 8,000 cycles and return the components to service
for an additional 4,000 cycles. The inspection at the LCF life limit will remove any components
containing defects of a size that will fail in the next 4,000 cycles. Based on the assumed size of
“crack initiation” no fatigue induced defects will reach a critical size in this period of time. Any
handling induced defects at the LCF life limit inspection will most likely be too small and too
infrequent to cause any level of concern. Extending component life till 12,000 cycles and then
retiring them allows the original inspection interval to be used, preventing issues caused by a
reduction in the inspection interval. Also, retiring them at 12,000 cycles prevents the
diminishing returns of component inspection past the first LCF life limit inspection interval.
Extending the life of this component in this fashion will allow the component to be used 50%
longer for the cost of a single component inspection, thus, significantly reducing component life
cycle cost.

10 Conclusion
The risk of component failure during operation has given rise to two lifing methods: safe-life and
damage tolerance. Although when used in tandem they provide a historically sound method for
determining the safe operating life of fracture critical components, they are inherently
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conservative. The increasing cost of replacement of an aging fleet has provided a need for
component life extension. RFC allows for component life extension through the use of damage
tolerance methods and NDI to ensure safety through scheduled component inspection. However,
continued service beyond safe-life will increase the risk of component failure. Therefore, this
risk must be quantified before component life extension concepts can be implemented.

DARWIN is an FAA approved tool that can be used to quantify the risk of component service
life extension through the use of the metric POF. However, it has been shown that since
DARWIN only accounts for initial defects due to inherent material and manufacturing defects,
the POF will plateau under these analysis limitations.

Defects can be induced during service due to handling of components and material fatigue. The
processes involved in component inspection have the potential to scratch components which can
give rise to crack initiation. When the safe-life LCF life limit is reached, fatigue of the material
has already begun and will continue to induce defects with continued usage. Under component
life extension these crack inducing mechanisms can become life limiting factors. Inclusion of
induced defects into analytical methods will improve the accuracy of analytical risk analysis
procedures and allow for the successful adoption of component life extension concepts.

The effect of handling induced defects is dependent on the occurrence rate and size of the
induced defects during component inspection. Handling induced defects have a limited effect on
the probability of fracture due to the fact that the handling defects most likely have a low
occurrence rate and a limited size. This is based on the fact that handling induced defects have
not historically been a problem. However, as the inspection requirements increase with
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component life extension, handling induced defects could become more prevalent and therefore,
should not be removed from future analysis.

Once the LCF life limit is reached fatigue induced defects will drive the length of component life
extension and inspection intervals. The initial inspection interval after the LCF life limit has to
be such that the largest defect present at the LCF life limit, cannot reach a critical size before the
next inspection. However, regardless of the length of the first post LCF life limit inspection
interval, fatigue induced defects will go undetected during this inspection. Fatigue induced
defects that initiate shortly prior to an inspection have a low probability of detection. Undetected
fatigue induced defects that are able to reach a critical size before the next inspection or the end
of service will have a large impact on the POF over a relatively short amount of usage. Due to
the fact that undetected defects initiated before a given inspection, they require fewer post
inspection cycles to reach failure compared to those present at the LCF life limit. In order to
prevent the undetected fatigue induced defects from causing component fracture, the inspection
interval must be reduced after the first post LCF life limit inspection interval. Therefore, after
the first post LCF life limit inspection interval the amount of service gained for further
inspections can be greatly reduced.
Even when fatigue induced defects reach a detectable size or point of “crack initiation” they
require a relatively large amount of further usage to reach failure. This allows for safe
component life extension past the safe-life LCF life limit. In most cases an entire third
inspection interval of component life can be gained by preforming the inspection at the LCF life
limit. This would result in a 50% increase in component life for the cost of a single component
inspection and would significantly reduce component life cycle cost.
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Appendix A
Manufacturing Defects POF
Analysis Data
Cycles
0
400
800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
3600
4000
4400
4800
5200
5600
6000
6400
6800
7200
7600
8000
8400
8800
9200
9600
10000
10400
10800
11200
11600
12000
12400
12800
13200
13600
14000
14400
14800
15200
15600
16000

POF
0
1.1515E-06
2.0374E-06
3.0342E-06
3.9399E-06
4.9958E-06
6.1572E-06
7.2883E-06
8.4506E-06
9.5407E-06
1.0790E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0802E-05
1.0823E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0864E-05
1.0877E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0898E-05
1.0902E-05
1.0913E-05

Table A.1: Manufacturing Defects POF Analysis Data
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Handling Induced POF Analysis Data
POF
Cycles
4000
4400
4800
5200
5600
6000
6400
6800
7200
7600
8000
8400
8800
9200
9600
10000
10400
10800
11200
11600
12000
12400
12800
13200
13600
14000
14400
14800
15200
15600
16000

Setting (1)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.3000E-08
5.6000E-08
1.8600E-07
1.8600E-07
1.8600E-07
1.8600E-07
1.8600E-07
1.8600E-07
1.8600E-07
1.8600E-07
1.9900E-07
2.4200E-07
3.7200E-07
3.7200E-07
3.7200E-07
3.7200E-07
3.7200E-07
3.7200E-07
3.7200E-07
3.7200E-07
3.8500E-07
4.2800E-07
5.5800E-07

Setting (2)
0
0
0
0
1.7000E-08
6.0000E-08
1.8100E-07
4.3900E-07
9.0200E-07
1.7510E-06
3.0690E-06
3.0720E-06
3.0720E-06
3.0720E-06
3.0890E-06
3.1320E-06
3.2530E-06
3.5110E-06
3.9730E-06
4.8230E-06
6.1400E-06
6.1440E-06
6.1440E-06
6.1440E-06
6.1610E-06
6.2040E-06
6.3240E-06
6.5820E-06
7.0450E-06
7.8950E-06
9.2130E-06

Setting (3)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5.2000E-08
2.2400E-07
7.4400E-07
7.4400E-07
7.4400E-07
7.4400E-07
7.4400E-07
7.4400E-07
7.4400E-07
7.4400E-07
7.9600E-07
9.6800E-07
1.4880E-06
1.4880E-06
1.4880E-06
1.4880E-06
1.4880E-06
1.4880E-06
1.4880E-06
1.4880E-06
1.5400E-06
1.7120E-06
2.2320E-06

Table A.2: Handling Induced POF Analysis Data
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Setting (4)
0
0
0
0
6.8000E-08
2.4000E-07
7.2200E-07
1.7540E-06
3.6060E-06
7.0040E-06
1.2274E-05
1.2288E-05
1.2288E-05
1.2288E-05
1.2356E-05
1.2528E-05
1.3010E-05
1.4042E-05
1.5894E-05
1.9291E-05
2.4561E-05
2.4575E-05
2.4575E-05
2.4575E-05
2.4643E-05
2.4815E-05
2.5297E-05
2.6329E-05
2.8182E-05
3.1580E-05
3.6850E-05

Fatigue Induced and Manufacturing Defects POF
Analysis Data
Cycles

Manufacturing
POF

Fatigue Induced
POF

0
400
800
1200
1600
2000
2400
2800
3200
3600
4000
4400
4800
5200
5600
6000
6400
6800
7200
7600
8000
8400
8800
9200
9600
10000
10400
10800
11200
11600
12000
12400
12800
13200
13600
14000
14400
14800
15200
15600
16000

0
1.1515E-06
2.0374E-06
3.0342E-06
3.9399E-06
4.9958E-06
6.1572E-06
7.2883E-06
8.4506E-06
9.5407E-06
1.0790E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0791E-05
1.0802E-05
1.0823E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0862E-05
1.0864E-05
1.0877E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0895E-05
1.0898E-05
1.0902E-05
1.0913E-05

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1.0862e-05
1.0862e-05
1.0862e-05
1.0862e-05
1.0862e-05
1.0862e-05
1.0862e-05
1.0862e-05
1.0864e-05
1.0877e-05
1.0895e-05
1.0895e-05
1.0895e-05
1.0895e-05
1.0895e-05
1.0895e-05
1.0895e-05
1.0895e-05
1.0898e-05
1.1112e-05
1.4273e-05

Percentage POF
Increase due
Fatigue
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2.3016
31.4030

Table A.3: Fatigue Induced and Manufacturing Defects POF Analysis Data
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Appendix B
B.1 Anomaly Distribution Creation:
function [x_shifted
Nd]=anom_dis(type,amax,amin,delta,TOL,NP,MI,alpha_min,alpha_max,Af)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Create Anomaly Distribution
%
% Description:
% The program uses the function diff_bnd_min.m to determine the bounds of
% the minimum of the function find_diff.m. These bounds are then used to
% determine the mean such that the CDF is defined for the specified
% range [0 amax-amin]. The program then shifts the range to [amin amax]
% and calculates the CDF. The program than creates the anomaly
% distribution using the DARWIN CDF equation. The exceedances values and
% corresponding vector of defect sizes are returned.
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% Inputs:
% type
Statistical distribution type
% amax
Inputted ideal value
% amin
Inputted ideal value
% delta
Initial step and step scale factor
% TOL
Need percent precision of Amax
% NP
Starting number of points that defines step size
% MI
Max number of interactions
% alpha_min
The occurrence rate for amin
% alpha_max
The occurrence rate for amax
% Af
Total feature area(i.e. area of bolt hole *# of bolt holes)
%
% Outputs:
% Nd
CDF values
% x
Shifted x values for the range [amin amx]
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Bound minimum
[x1 x2]=diff_bnd_min(type,amax,amin,delta,TOL,NP,MI);
% Find minimum
MU = fminbnd(@(mu) find_diff(type,amax,amin,mu,TOL,NP,MI),x1,x2);
% Find x with MU
[DIFF x stepsize converg]=find_diff(type,amax,amin,MU,TOL,NP,MI);
% Shift x
x_shifted=(x+amin)';
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% Create CDF
CDF=cdf(type,x,MU);
% Calculate the Exceedance of amin(alpha_min,Af) and amax(alpha_max,Af)
ND_amin=alpha_min/Af;
ND_amax=alpha_max/Af;
% Create anomaly distribution
Nd=zeros(length(x),1);
for i=1:1:length(x)
Nd(i,1)=( ND_amin - CDF(i)*(ND_amin - ND_amax) );
end

B.1.1 Golden Section Search Phase I
function [x1 x2]=diff_bnd_min(type,amax,amin,delta,TOL,NP,MI)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Bound Minimum Difference Function Value
%
% Description:
% Function bounds the minimum mean for the crack size CDF.
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% Inputs:
% delta
Initial step and step scale factor
% MI
Max number of interactions
%
% Outputs:
% x1
Lower bound
% x2
Upper bound
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% -- Golden Section Search Method Phase I -- %
% - Phase I - %
ratio=1.618;
% f at ~0
mu0=0.0000000001;
f0=find_diff(type,amax,amin,mu0,TOL,NP,MI);
% f(delta)
f(1)=find_diff(type,amax,amin,delta,TOL,NP,MI);
found=0;
iter=0;
j=1;
q=2;
al(1)=delta;
maxiter=MI;
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if

f(1) > f0
al_upper=delta;
al_lower=mu0;

else
while iter<=maxiter && found==0
al(q)=al(q-1)+ratio^j*delta;
% change function for problem
f(q)=find_diff(type,amax,amin,al(q),TOL,NP,MI);
if q>=3 && f(q-1)<f(q) && f(q-1)<f(q-2)
found=1;
al_upper=al(q);
al_lower=al(q-2);
end
j=j+1;
q=q+1;
iter=iter+1;
end
end
x1=al_lower;
x2=al_upper;

B.1.2 Determine Difference
function [diff x stepsize converg]=find_diff(type,amax,amin,mu,TOL,NP,MI)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Determine Difference
%
% Description:
% Program takes in the mean, amin, amax and needed percent precision of
% amax, max number of iterations of step size reduction through
% the increase of the number of points, and statistical distribution type.
% The program computes the CDF of the given type with the given inputs.
% The program makes sure that the CDF reaches ~1 and then finds Amax.
% It also makes sure that the needed precision of Amax is meet.
% The program then computes and returns the absolute difference between
% the calculated and inputted range of a.
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% x
Range of a before shift (0 to amax-amin)
% stepsize
Step size between
% N
CDF values
% num_pts
Number of points used to create CDF
% Amax
Calculated amax from CDF
% Amin
Calculated amin from CDF
%
% Inputs:
% amax
Inputted ideal value
% amin
Inputted ideal value
% mu
Distribution mean for CDF calculation
% type
Statistical distribution type
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% TOL
Need percent precision of Amax
% NP
Starting number of points that defines step size
% MI
Max number of iterations
%
% Outputs:
% diff
Absolute difference the inputted and calculated
%
amax-amin range
% x
Final x used that defines the range (0 to amax-amin)
% stepsize
Final step size used to build x
% converg
Check whether Amax needed precision is meet
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
tol=0.9999;
j=0;
error=inf;
num_pts=NP;
maxiter=MI;
if strcmp(type,'exp')
while error>=TOL && j<=maxiter
j=j+1;
num_pts=num_pts+5;
% Build intial x
y=amax-amin;
stepsize=y/(num_pts-1);
x=0:stepsize:y;
% Build intial CDF
N=cdf('exp',x,mu);
% Make sure CDF reaches ~1
pts=length(x);
while N(pts)<=tol
pts=length(x);
x_addition=x(pts)+stepsize;
x=[x x_addition];
pts=length(x);
% Build CDF with adjusted x
N=cdf('exp',x,mu);
end
% Find Amax
i=2;
AmaxFound=0;
while AmaxFound==0 && i<=length(x)
if N(i)<tol
i=i+1;
else
Amax(j)=x(i);
AmaxFound=1;
end
end
% Check precision of Amax
if j>=2
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error=abs(((Amax(j)-Amax(j-1)))/Amax(j-1));
end
end
if j>=maxiter
converg=0;
else
converg=1;
end
% Compute function value
Amin=x(1); % should always be zero
A=Amax(j)-Amin;
a=amax-amin;
diff=abs(A-a);
else
errordlg('Statistical Distribution Type Not Supported',...
'Type Error');
end

B.2 HAFID
function HAFID
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Handling And Fatigue Induced Damage
%
% Description:
% The program has the ability to copy new DARWIN input files altering the
% life span, inspection schedule, and anomaly distribution, creates anomaly
% distributions, execute DARWIN analysis, read DARWIN results files, plot
% and table the POF results of analysis due any combination of manufacturing,
% handling, and/or fatigue defects, and create response surfaces for the
% increase in the POF due to either handling or fatigue induced defects
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
clc
clear all
END=0;
action='actions';
while END==0
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Check to make sure that a DARWIN license and file path exist
if ~exist('darwinpath.mat')
h = msgbox('Path to DARWIN Directory Unknown',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
action='darwinpath';
else
load darwinpath
end
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if ~exist('DARWINlic.mat')
h = msgbox('No DARWIN License Entered',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
licfound=0;
action='changelic';
else
load DARWINlic
licfound=1;
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
if strcmp(action,'actions')
% Check to make sure that a DARWIN license and file path exist
if ~exist('darwinpath.mat')
h = msgbox('Path to DARWIN Directory Unknown',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
action='darwinpath';
else
load darwinpath
end
if ~exist('DARWINlic.mat')
h = msgbox('No DARWIN License Entered',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
licfound=0;
action='changelic';
else
load DARWINlic
licfound=1;
end
fprintf('HAFID:\n\nACTIONS:\n\n\n')
fprintf('Pick an action from the following list:\n\n')
fprintf('
''help''
- opens help menu\n\n');
fprintf('
''POFbase''
- plots the POF with and without
inspection from the base file\n\n');
fprintf('
''handling''
- analyzes POF increase due to handling
damage and plots the results\n\n');
fprintf('
''fatigue''
- analyzes POF increase due to fatigue
damage and plots the results\n\n');
fprintf('
''HandF''
- analyzes POF increase due to handling
and fatigue damage and plots the results\n\n');
fprintf('
''hrespsurf'' - analyzes POF increase due to handling
damage with a range of anomaly distributions\n');
fprintf('
and creates a response surface\n\n');
fprintf('
''frespsurf'' - analyzes POF increase due to fatigue
damage with a range of anomaly distributions\n');
fprintf('
and creates a response surface\n\n');
fprintf('
''changelic'' - opens propmt to change DARWIN License
key\n\n');
fprintf('
''darwinpath'' - opens propmt to change DARWIN file
path\n\n');
fprintf('
''end''
- ends HAFID\n\n')
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fprintf('
NOTE: Program prevents all MATLAB commands from
executing and will run till ended\n\n')
action=input('ACTION: ', 's');
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(action,'help')
clc
exithelp=0;
while exithelp==0
fprintf('\nHelp Menu:\n\n');
helpmenu('HAFID')
fprintf('\n
Help Topics:\n\n');
fprintf('
POFbase\n');
fprintf('
handling\n');
fprintf('
fatigue\n');
fprintf('
HandF\n');
fprintf('
hrespsurf\n');
fprintf('
frespsurf\n');
fprintf('
changelic\n')
fprintf('
darwinpath\n\n')
fprintf('
Type ''exithelp'' to exit help menu\n\n');
helptopic=input('HELP TOPIC: ', 's');
if strcmp(helptopic,'exithelp')
exithelp=1;
action='actions';
clc
else
clc
helpmenu(helptopic)
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(action,'changelic')
close all
prompt = {'DARWIN License'};
dlg_title = 'Enter New DARWIN License';
num_lines = 1;
if licfound==1
def = DARWINlic;
else
def{1,1}='';
end
clear DARWINlic
DARWINlic = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def);
save DARWINlic DARWINlic
clc
action='actions';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(action,'darwinpath')
fprintf('\nPoint to the DARWIN.exe file in the "bin\\win32"
folder\n\n');
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[filename,path]=uigetfile('*.exe','Select DARWIN.exe file.');
[a b]=size(path);
darwinpath='"';
darwinpath(1,2:1+b)=path;
darwinpath(1,2+b:12+b)='darwin.exe"';
save darwinpath darwinpath
clc
action='actions';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(action,'POFbase')
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN results file');
[filename,pathname]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.ddb','Select Base POF DARWIN
results file.\n');
oldpath=pwd;
[POFbase inspections
servicelife]=readresults(filename,pathname,oldpath);
[done plotdata]=plotPOF(1,inspections,servicelife,POFbase);
clc
action='actions';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(action,'handling')
clc
close all
clear all
END=0;
needtoload=0;
% Check to make sure that a DARWIN license and file path exist
if ~exist('darwinpath.mat')
h = msgbox('Path to DARWIN Directory Unknown',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
action='darwinpath';
needtoload=1;
else
load darwinpath
end
if ~exist('DARWINlic.mat')
h = msgbox('No DARWIN License Entered',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
licfound=0;
action='changelic';
needtoload=1;
else
load DARWINlic
licfound=1;
end
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% If license and darwin path are loaded
if needtoload==0
% Find and read reuslts file
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN results file\n');
[rbasefile,rbasepath]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.ddb','Select Base POF
DARWIN results file.');
oldpath=pwd;
[POFbase inspections
servicelife]=readresults(rbasefile,rbasepath,oldpath);
cd(oldpath)
% Find input file to copy
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN input file\n\n');
[ibasefile,ibasepath]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.dat',...
'Select Base POF DARWIN input file to copy.');
% enter new DARWIN input/results name
named=0;
while named==0
prompt = {'New DARWIN input/results name'};
dlg_title = 'Enter New DARWIN input/results name';
num_lines = 1;
def = {'handling_induced'};
options.Resize='on';
newname = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
% Check that a file has been entered
if strcmp(newname(1,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
else
named=1;
end
end
% Prompt for anomaly distribution info
correctinfo=0;
round=1;
while correctinfo==0
prompt = {'Distribution Type:',...
'Minimum Defect Size (amin) in inches',...
'Ocuurance Rate of Minimum Defect Size (alpha min)',...
'Maximum Defect Size (amax) in inches',...
'Ocuurance Rate of Maximum Defect Size (alpha max)',...
'Total Feature Area in in^2',...
'Percent Tolerance Needed For Anomaly Distribution',...
'Max Number of Interactions for Anomaly Distribution
Creation Optimization',...
'Starting Number of Points in Anomaly Distribution Before
Optimization'};
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dlg_title = 'Input for Anomaly Distribution';
num_lines = 1;
if round==1
def = {'exp','0.015','1E-3','0.03','1E6','8.8401','0.0001','30','300'};
else
% Show previous entries
def=DEF;
end
options.Resize='on';
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
DEF=answer';
Af=str2num(answer{6,1});
% Check that no inputs where left blank
[a b]=size(answer);
war=0;
for i=1:1:a
if war==0
if strcmp(answer(i,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left
Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
% Check that the total feature area is a number
elseif isempty(Af)
h = msgbox('Total Feature Area Must be a
Number',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
else
correctinfo=1;
end
end
end
end
% Store info in answer in correct variables converting to num
type{1,1}=answer{1,1};
amin=str2num(answer{2,1});
alpha_min=str2num(answer{3,1});
amax=str2num(answer{4,1});
alpha_max=str2num(answer{5,1});
Af=str2num(answer{6,1});
TOL=str2num(answer{7,1});
MI=str2num(answer{8,1});
NP=str2num(answer{9,1});
% set defualt delta
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delta=0.0001;
% Creat anomaly distribution
clear anomDIS
[hanomDIS(:,1) hanomDIS(:,2)]=anom_dis(type{1,1},amax,amin,...
delta,TOL,NP,MI,alpha_min,alpha_max,Af);
% Perform analysis
[hresults]=handling(ibasefile,newname{1,1},hanomDIS,...
inspections,servicelife,DARWINlic{1,1},ibasepath,...
oldpath,darwinpath);
% Plot results
[done plotdata]=plotPOF(2,inspections,servicelife,...
POFbase,hresults);
% Plot anomaly distribution
figure(3)
loglog(hanomDIS(:,1),hanomDIS(:,2),'LineWidth',2);
title('Created Anomaly Distribution')
ylabel('Probability of Exceedance (1/in^2)')
xlabel('Defect Depth (in)')
% Return to actions screen
action='actions';
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(action,'fatigue')
clc
close all
clear all
END=0;
needtoload=0;
% Check to make sure that DARWIN license and file path exist
if ~exist('darwinpath.mat')
h = msgbox('Path to DARWIN Directory Unknown',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
action='darwinpath';
needtoload=1;
else
load darwinpath
end
if ~exist('DARWINlic.mat')
h = msgbox('No DARWIN License Entered',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
licfound=0;
action='changelic';
needtoload=1;
else
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load DARWINlic
licfound=1;
end
% If license and darwin path are loaded
if needtoload==0
% Find and read reuslts file
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN results file\n');
[rbasefile,rbasepath]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.ddb',...
'Select Base POF DARWIN results file.');
oldpath=pwd;
[POFbase inspections servicelife]=readresults(rbasefile,...
rbasepath,oldpath);
% Find input file to copy
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN input file\n');
[ibasefile,ibasepath]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.dat',...
'Select Base POF DARWIN input file to copy.');
% enter new DARWIN input/results name
named=0;
while named==0
prompt = {'New DARWIN inpiu/results name'};
dlg_title = 'Enter New DARWIN input/results name';
num_lines = 1;
def = {'fatigue_induced'};
options.Resize='on';
newname = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
% Check that a file has been entered
if strcmp(newname(1,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
else
named=1;
end
end
% Determine the number of starting points
blank=0;
while blank==0
prompt = {'Number of Starting Points for Fatigue Induced
Damage'};
dlg_title = 'Enter the Number of Starting Points';
num_lines = 1;
def = {'4'};
options.Resize='on';
numstpts = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
k=str2num(numstpts{1,1});
% Check that a number has been entered
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if strcmp(numstpts(1,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
elseif isempty(k)
h = msgbox('Number of Starting Points Must be an
Integer',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
else
blank=1;
end
end
numstpts=abs(str2num(numstpts{1,1}));
% Prompt for start points
dlg_title = 'Starting Points For Fatigue Induced Damage';
for k=1:1:numstpts
n='Starting Point ';
n(1,16:15+length(k))=num2str(k);
n(1,16+length(k):25+length(k))=' in cycles';
name{1,k}=n;
def{1,k}='';
end
num_lines = 1;
options.Resize='on';
blank=0;
round=1;
while blank==0
if round==2
def=DEF;
end
answer = inputdlg(name,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
DEF=answer';
[a b]=size(answer);
war=0;
for i=1:1:a
mm=str2num(answer{i,1});
if war==0
% check that no entry has been left blank
if strcmp(answer(i,1),'')
h = msgbox(...
'A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
blank=0;
round=2;
% Check that the number of starting points is an
integer
elseif isempty(mm)
h = msgbox(...
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'Number of Starting Points Must be an
Integer',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
blank=0;
round=2;
% Check that starting points are multiplies of
reporting incre
elseif
rem(abs(str2num(answer{i,1})),servicelife(1,3)) > 0
message='Starting Points Must be Multiplies of
the DARWIN Reporting Increment (';
kk=length(num2str(servicelife(1,3)));
message(1,71:70+kk)=num2str(servicelife(1,3));
message(1,71+kk:78+kk)=' cycles)';
h = msgbox(message,...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
blank=0;
round=2;
% Check that ith starting point is not greater than
life
span
elseif abs(str2num(answer{i,1})) > servicelife(2)
message='Starting Point Greater than Service Life
(';
kk=length(num2str(servicelife(1,2)));
message(1,43:42+kk)=num2str(servicelife(1,2));
message(1,43+kk:50+kk)=' cycles)';
h = msgbox(message,...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
blank=0;
round=2;
else
blank=1;
end
end
end
end
% Store and sort starting points
for k=1:1:numstpts
startpoints(k,1)=str2num(answer{k,1});
end
startpoints=abs(startpoints);
startpoints=sort(floor(startpoints));
% Prompt for anomaly distribution info
round=1;
for j=1:1:numstpts
correctinfo=0;
while correctinfo==0
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prompt = {'Distribution Type:',...
'Minimum Defect Size (amin) in inches',...
'Ocuurance Rate of Minimum Defect Size (alpha
min)',...
'Maximum Defect Size (amax) in inches',...
'Ocuurance Rate of Maximum Defect Size (alpha
max)',...
'Total Feature Area in in^2',...
'Percent Tolerance Needed For Anomaly
Distribution',...
'Max Number of Iteractions for Anomaly Distribution
Creation Optimization',...
'Starting Number of Points in Anomaly Distribution
Before Optimization'};
dlg_title = 'Anomaly Distribution Inputs for ';
dlg_title(1,33:32+length(num2str(startpoints(j,1))))...
=num2str(startpoints(j,1));
num_lines = 1;
if round==1
def = {'exp','0.02','1E-3','0.027535125192036','1E6','8.8401','0.0001','30','300'};
else
% Show previous entries
def=DEF;
end
options.Resize='on';
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,...
options);
DEF=answer';
A=str2num(answer{6,1});
% Check that no inputs where left blank
[a b]=size(answer);
war=0;
for i=1:1:a
if war==0
if strcmp(answer(i,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left
Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
round=2;
correctinfo=0;
elseif isempty(A)
h = msgbox('Total Feature Area Must be a
Number',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
else
correctinfo=1;
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end
end
end
end
% Store info in answer in correct variables converting to num
type{j,1}=answer{1,1};
amin(j,1)=str2num(answer{2,1});
alpha_min(j,1)=str2num(answer{3,1});
amax(j,1)=str2num(answer{4,1});
alpha_max(j,1)=str2num(answer{5,1});
Af(j,1)=str2num(answer{6,1});
TOL(j,1)=str2num(answer{7,1});
MI(j,1)=str2num(answer{8,1});
NP(j,1)=str2num(answer{9,1});
round=2;
end
% set defualt delta
delta=0.0001;
% Create anomaly distributions
for j=1:1:numstpts
[fanomDIS(j).data(:,1) fanomDIS(j).data(:,2)]=anom_dis(...
type{j,1},amax(j,1),amin(j,1),delta,TOL(j,1),...
NP(j,1),MI(j,1),alpha_min(j,1),alpha_max(j,1),Af(j,1));
end
% Perform analysis
[fresults]=fatigue(ibasefile,newname{1,1},fanomDIS,...
inspections,servicelife,startpoints,DARWINlic{1,1},...
ibasepath,oldpath,darwinpath);
% Plot results
[done plotdata]=plotPOF(3,inspections,servicelife,POFbase,...
fresults,startpoints);
% Plot anomaly distribution
color=['b','g','r','c','m','y','k'];
c=length(color);
times=1;
figure(3)
for i=1:1:length(startpoints)
if i > length(color)
color{1,i}=color{1,(i-c*times)};
times=floor(i/c);
end
l(i)=loglog(fanomDIS(i).data(:,1),fanomDIS(i).data(:,2),...
color(1,i),'LineWidth',2);
hold on
m='@ ';
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m(1,3:2+length(num2str(startpoints(i,1))))=...
num2str(startpoints(i,1));
m(1,1+length(m):7+length(m) )=' cycles';
L{1,i}=m;
end
legend(l,L,1);
title('Created Anomaly Distribution')
ylabel('Probability of Exceedance (1/in^2)')
xlabel('Defect Depth (in)')
hold off
% Return to actions screen
action='actions';
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(action,'HandF')
clc
close all
clear all
END=0;
needtoload=0;
% Check to make sure that a DARWIN license and file path exist
if ~exist('darwinpath.mat')
h = msgbox('Path to DARWIN Directory Unknown',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
action='darwinpath';
needtoload=1;
else
load darwinpath
end
if ~exist('DARWINlic.mat')
h = msgbox('No DARWIN License Entered',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
licfound=0;
action='changelic';
needtoload=1;
else
load DARWINlic
licfound=1;
end
% If license and darwin path are loaded
if needtoload==0
[done]=HandF(DARWINlic,darwinpath);
% Return to actions screen
action='actions';
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end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(action,'hrespsurf')
clc
close all
[done]=hrespsurf(DARWINlic{1,1},darwinpath);
% Return to actions screen
action='actions';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(action,'frespsurf')
clc
close all
[done]=frespsurf3(DARWINlic{1,1},darwinpath);
% Return to actions screen
action='actions';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
elseif strcmp(action,'end')
fprintf('\n\nEnd HAFID\n\n');
END=1;
else
clc
errordlg('Action Not Supported','Action Error');
action='actions';
end
end

B.2.1 Help Menu Contents
function helpmenu(helptopic)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Handling And Fatigue Induced Damage
%
% Dsecription:
% Contents for help menu
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% Input:
% helptopic
Topic of help request
%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

if strcmp(helptopic,'HAFID')
fprintf('HAFID help\n');
elseif strcmp(helptopic,'POFbase')
fprintf('POFbase help:\n\n');
fprintf('Function plots and tables the POF results from the base \n');
fprintf('anaylsis file for both with and without component
inspection.\n')
elseif strcmp(helptopic,'handling')
fprintf('handling help\n');
elseif strcmp(helptopic,'fatigue')
fprintf('fatigue help\n');
elseif strcmp(helptopic,'HandF')
fprintf('Handf help\n');
elseif strcmp(helptopic,'hrespsurf')
fprintf('hrespsurf help\n');
elseif strcmp(helptopic,'frespsurf')
fprintf('frespsurf help\n');
elseif strcmp(helptopic,'changelic')
fprintf('changelic help\n');
elseif strcmp(helptopic,'darwinpath')
fprintf('darwinpath help\n');
else
errordlg('Help Topic Not Supported','Help Topic Error');
end

B.2.2 Read DARWIN Results File
function [POF inspections servicelife]=readresults(filename,filepath,oldpath)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Read DARWIN POF Results
%
% Description:
% Program opens filename and reads in the service life information,
% inspection information, and POF results with and without inspection and
% the corresponding number of cycles. This information is then returned
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
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% Inputs:
% filename
Results filename
% filepath
Results file directory
% oldpath
Code directory
%
% Outputs:
% POF
Unconditional POF with and without inspection and
%
the corresponding number of cycles [cycles POFwo POFw]
% inspections
Inspection information [mean std] in cycles
% servicelife
Service information [beginning ending increment] in cycles
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Set directory
cd(filepath);
% Open file for reading only
fid=fopen(filename,'r');
% Condition to read in service life info
SLfound='
<serviceLife';
% Condition to start and end reading in inspection info
INSPstart='
<inspections>';
INSPstop='
</inspections>';
% Condition to read inspection info from tline
INSPline='
<inspectionCurve';
% Conditions to start and end reading in POF results
POFstart='
<unconditionalRisk>';
POFstop ='
</unconditionalRisk>';
eofstat=0;
POFfound=0;
INSPfound=0;
i=0;
j=0;
while (eofstat == 0);
% Get next line
tline = fgetl(fid);
[a,b] = size(tline);
% Check if service life info has been found
if b>=length(SLfound) & tline(1:length(SLfound))==SLfound
data1=sscanf(tline,'
<serviceLife beginning="%f" ending="%f"
increment="%f"/>');
servicelife=data1';
end
% Check if inspection info has been found
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if b>=length(INSPstart) & tline(1:length(INSPstart))==INSPstart
INSPfound=1;
% Read data still stop condition is meet
while INSPfound==1
tline = fgetl(fid);
[e,f] = size(tline);
if f>=length(INSPstop) & tline(1:length(INSPstop))==INSPstop
INSPfound=0;
elseif f>=length(INSPline) & tline(1:length(INSPline))==INSPline
% Read data from tline
data2=sscanf(tline,'
<inspectionCurve
mean="%f" stdev="%f"/>');
% Store data
j=j+1;
inspections(j,1)=data2(1); % mean cycles
inspections(j,2)=data2(2); % std cycles
end
end
end
% Check if the start condition is meet
if b>=length(POFstart) & tline(1:length(POFstart))==POFstart
POFfound=1;
% Read data still stop condition is meet
while POFfound==1
tline = fgetl(fid);
[c,d] = size(tline);
if d>=length(POFstop) & tline(1:length(POFstop))==POFstop
POFfound=0;
else
% Read data from tline
data3=sscanf(tline,'
<unconditionalRiskState cycles="%f" probFractureWithOutInspectionLower="%f"
probFractureWithOutInspection="%f" probFractureWithOutInspectionUpper="%f"
probFractureWithInspectionLower="%f" probFractureWithInspection="%f"
probFractureWithInspectionUpper="%f"/>');
% Store data
i=i+1;
POF(i,1)=data3(1); %cycles
POF(i,2)=data3(3); %POFwo
POF(i,3)=data3(6); %POFw
end
end
end
% Check for end of file
eofstat = feof(fid);
end
cd(oldpath)
fclose(fid);

B.2.3 Write DARWIN Input File
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function
[done]=winput(basefile,newfile,anomDIS,inspections,servicelife,ibasepath)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Write DARWIN Input File
%
% Description:
% Function opens the base DARWIN input file and new input file to be
% written. The contents of the new file are discarded. The function then
% copies base file line by line into the new file. When the inspection
% information, service life, and anomaly distributions are found the given
% inputs are written to the new file and old items are passed over. The
% function also conditions the line for fprintf doubling
% characters such as ‘\’ and ‘%’. The function returns one when it has
% completed.
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% Inputs:
% basefile
Name of input file to copy with changes
% newfile
Name of new input file to be created
% anomDIS
Anomaly distribution [Nd x]
% inspections
Inspection information [mean std]
% servicelife
Service life information [beginning ending increment] in
%
cycles
% ibasepath
Base input file directory
% oldpath
Code directory
%
% Outputs:
% done
Check if the writing completed
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Set directory
cd(ibasepath);
% Open old input file for reading only
fidbase=fopen(basefile,'r');
% Open/create new input file discarding contents
fidnew=fopen(newfile,'w+');
eofstat=0;
done=0;
while eofstat==0
pass=0;
% Get next line
tline = fgetl(fidbase);
[a,b] = size(tline);
% Condition line for fprintf
i=1;
while i <= b
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if tline(1,i)=='%'
clear newtline
newtline(1,1:i)=tline(1,1:i);
newtline(1,i+1)='%';
newtline(1,i+2:length(tline)+1)=tline(1,i+1:length(tline));
clear tline
tline=newtline;
i=i+1;
end
if tline(1,i)=='\'
clear newtline
newtline(1,1:i)=tline(1,1:i);
newtline(1,i+1)='\';
newtline(1,i+2:length(tline)+1)=tline(1,i+1:length(tline));
clear tline
tline=newtline;
i=i+1;
end
[a,b]=size(tline);
i=i+1;
end
% Check for items that needed to be changed
% Change service life information
SF='*SERVICE LIFE';
if b>=length(SF) & tline(1:length(SF))==SF
pass=1;
% Print SF
fprintf(fidnew,tline);
fprintf(fidnew,'\n');
% Move file pointer down a line
tline = fgetl(fidbase);
%Print Service life information
fprintf(fidnew,'% .f % .f %
.f\n',servicelife(1),servicelife(2),servicelife(3));
end
% Change anomaly distribution information
AN_size='DIST_TYPE
EXCEEDANCE';
if b>=length(AN_size) & tline(1:length(AN_size))==AN_size
pass=1;
fprintf(fidnew,'DIST_TYPE
EXCEEDANCE
%.f\n',length(anomDIS));
end
AN='DEPTH
EXCEEDANCE ';
if b>=length(AN) & tline(1:length(AN))==AN
pass=1;
ANfound=1;
fprintf(fidnew,tline);
fprintf(fidnew,'\n');
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% Pass over current anomaly distribution
while ANfound==1
tline = fgetl(fidbase);
[a,b] = size(tline);
stop='!======================================================================
====!';
if b>=length(stop) & tline(1:length(stop))==stop
ANfound=0;
end
end
for i=1:1:length(anomDIS)
% Anomaly distribution is in inches*E+3
scaled=anomDIS(i,1)*1E+3;
fprintf(fidnew,' %.5f
%E\n',scaled,anomDIS(i,2));
end
fprintf(fidnew,'\n\n');
fprintf(fidnew,stop);
fprintf(fidnew,'\n');
end
% Change inspection information
insp='MEAN_CYCLES
STANDARD_DEVIATION';
if b>=length(insp) & tline(1:length(insp))==insp
pass=1;
inspfound=1;
fprintf(fidnew,tline);
fprintf(fidnew,'\n');
% Print first inspection
fprintf(fidnew,' %.1f
%.1f\n\n',inspections(1,1),inspections(1,2));
% Print the remaining inspections
dots='!......................................................................
....!\n';
[c d]=size(inspections);
if c >= 2
for i=2:1:length(inspections)
fprintf(fidnew,dots);
fprintf(fidnew,'! Inspection %.f
!\n',i);
fprintf(fidnew,dots);
fprintf(fidnew,insp);
fprintf(fidnew,'\n');
fprintf(fidnew,' %.1f
%.1f\n\n',inspections(i,1),inspections(i,2));
end
end
% Pass over current inspection information
while inspfound==1
tline = fgetl(fidbase);
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[a,b] = size(tline);
if b>=length(stop) & tline(1:length(stop))==stop
inspfound=0;
end
end
fprintf(fidnew,'\n\n');
fprintf(fidnew,stop);
fprintf(fidnew,'\n');
end
if pass==0
fprintf(fidnew,tline);
fprintf(fidnew,'\n');
end
% Check for end of file
eofstat = feof(fidbase);
end
done=1;
fclose(fidbase);
fclose(fidnew);

B.2.4 Plot and Table POF Results
function [done
plotdata]=plotPOF(mode,inspections,servicelife,POFbase,POFHorF,startpoints,PO
Ffatigue)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Plot POF Results
%
% Description:
% The function determines the mode and plots corresponding data with
% inspection intervals marked. For the first mode the functions plot the
% base data for both with and without inspection. For the second mode the
% function formats the handling induced results such that the cycles are
% shifted to the corresponding inspection, truncated to not exceed the
% life span, and added such that a cumulative POF can be determined.
% The handling induced POF and base POF with component inspection is then
% plotted. For the third mode the function formats the fatigue induced
% damage in similar fashion and plots the data the fatigue induced POF and
% base POF with component inspection. For the fourth mode formatted data
% for handling induced and fatigue induced POF with component inspection
% is plotted with and base POF with component inspection.
%
% The function also uses uitable to create tables of the plotted data and
% percent increase of the POF as function of cycles as a second figure
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% Inputs:
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% mode
Defines what data to plot
% inspections
Inspection information [mean std] in cycles
% servicelife
Service life information [beginning ending increment] in
%
cycles
% POFbase
POF results and cycles of base file
% POFHorF
POF results and cycles for either handling induced defects
%
or fatigue induced defects
% POFfatigue
POF results for fatigue induced defects
%
% Outputs:
% plotdata
Modified data that was plotted
% done
Check if the writing completed
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
close all
done=0;
incre=servicelife(1,3);
lifespan=servicelife(1,2);
set(0,'Units','pixels')
screen=get(0,'ScreenSize');

% make input mode a string
mode=num2str(mode);
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Plot POF base data
if strcmp(mode,'1')
% Create inspection lines
maxPOF=max(POFbase(:,2));
insp(1,1)=0;
insp(2,1)=maxPOF;
for i=1:1:length(inspections)
insp(1,i+1)=inspections(i,1);
insp(2,i+1)=insp(1,i+1);
end
% Plot POF with and without inspection
hold on
figure(1)
l1=plot(POFbase(:,1),POFbase(:,2),'-^g');
l2=plot(POFbase(:,1),POFbase(:,3),'-vb');
for k=1:1:length(inspections)
l4=plot(insp(:,k+1),insp(:,1),'--x','Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]);
end
title({'Probability of Fracture';'Double Life'});
xlabel('Cycles')
ylabel('Probability of Fracture')
l=[l1 l2 l4];
legend(l,'POF Without Inspection','POF With Inspection',...
'Component Inspection',2);
hold off
plotdata(1).POFbase=POFbase;
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% Create results table
colwidth=100;
[a b]=size(POFbase);
tablewidth=colwidth*(b+1)+45;
tableheight=(a+1)*21+5;
offset=20;
figwidth=tablewidth+40;
figheight=tableheight+40;
% Make sure figure is smaller than screen
if figwidth > screen(3)
figwidth=screen(3)-30;
tablewidth=figwidth-40;
end
figcenter=screen(3)/2-figwidth/2;
if figheight > screen(4)
figheight=screen(4)-120;
tableheight=figheight-40;
end
for i=1:1:a
per_diff(i,1)=((POFbase(i,2)-POFbase(i,3))/POFbase(i,2))*100;
end
data(:,1:3)=POFbase;
data(:,4)=per_diff;
% posistion = units [from left from bottom width hieght]
f = figure('Name','Results Table',...
'Position',[figcenter 100 figwidth figheight]);
cnames = {'Cycles','POFwo','POFw','% Reduction'};
t = uitable('Parent',f,'FontSize',10,'Data',data,...
'ColumnName',cnames,'RowName',{'numbered'},...
'Position',[offset offset tablewidth tableheight]);
set(t,'ColumnWidth',{colwidth})
done=1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Compute and plot handling data
elseif strcmp(mode,'2')
for i=1:1:length(inspections)
neededpts(i)=((lifespan-inspections(i,1))/incre)+1;
step(i)=inspections(i,1)/incre;
for j=1:1:neededpts(i)
POFH(i).cycles(j,1)=POFHorF(1).cycles(j,1)+inspections(i,1);
if i==1
POFH(i).POFwo(j,1)=POFHorF(1).POFwo(j,1)+POFbase(j+step(i),2);
POFH(i).POFw(j,1)=POFHorF(1).POFw(j,1)+POFbase(j+step(i),3);
elseif i >= 2
shift(i)=abs(inspections(i-1,1)-inspections(i,1))/incre;
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POFH(i).POFwo(j,1)=POFHorF(1).POFwo(j,1)+POFH(i1).POFwo(j+shift(i),1);
POFH(i).POFw(j,1)=POFHorF(1).POFw(j,1)+POFH(i1).POFw(j+shift(i),1);
end
end
end
% Create inspection lines
maxPOF=max(POFH(length(inspections)).POFw(:,1));
insp(1,1)=0;
insp(2,1)=maxPOF;
for i=1:1:length(inspections)
insp(1,i+1)=inspections(i,1);
insp(2,i+1)=insp(1,i+1);
end
% Plot POF base and handling data
hold on
figure(1)
l1=plot(POFbase(:,1),POFbase(:,3),'-vb');
for k=1:1:length(inspections)
l2=plot(POFH(k).cycles,POFH(k).POFw,'-oc');
end
for k=1:1:length(inspections)
l4=plot(insp(:,k+1),insp(:,1),'--x','Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]);
end
title({'Probability of Fracture';'Handling Induced Defects';...
'Double Life'});
xlabel('Cycles')
ylabel('Probability of Fracture')
l=[l1 l2 l4];
legend(l,'Manufacturing POF','Handling Induced POF',...
'Component Inspection',2);
hold off
plotdata(1).POFhandling=POFH;
% Create results table
[a b]=size(POFbase);
data(:,1)=POFbase(:,1);
data(:,2)=POFbase(:,3);
hsum=zeros(a,1);

% Cycles
% POFw

for i=1:1:length(inspections)
k=(inspections(i,1)/incre)+1;
data(:,i+2)=zeros(a,1);
data(k:((lifespan/incre)+1),i+2)=POFH(1,i).POFw;
clear H
clear K
K=num2str(inspections(i,1));
H='Handling POFw @';
H(1,16:(15+length(K)))=K;
cnames(1,i+2)={H};
end
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for j=1:1:a
for u=3:1:length(inspections)+2
if data(j,u) > 0
hsum(j,1)=data(j,u);
end
end
end
data(:,length(inspections)+3)=hsum;
data(:,length(inspections)+4)=((hsum-POFbase(:,3))./POFbase(:,3))*100;
for j=1:1:a
if data(j,length(inspections)+4) < 0
data(j,length(inspections)+4)=0;
end
end
cnames(1,1:2)={'Cycles','Base POFw'};
cnames(1,length(inspections)+3)={'Handling POF Sum'};
cnames(1,length(inspections)+4)={'% Increase Handling'};
colwidth=170;
tablewidth=colwidth*(length(cnames))+45;
tableheight=(a+1)*21+5;
offset=20;
figwidth=tablewidth+40;
figheight=tableheight+40;
% Make sure figure is smaller than screen
if figwidth > screen(3)
figwidth=screen(3)-30;
tablewidth=figwidth-40;
end
figcenter=screen(3)/2-figwidth/2;
if figheight > screen(4)
figheight=screen(4)-120;
tableheight=figheight-40;
end
% posistion = units [from left from bottom width hieght]
f = figure('Name','Handling Induced Results Table',...
'Position',[figcenter 100 figwidth figheight]);
t = uitable('Parent',f,'FontSize',10,'Data',data,...
'ColumnName',cnames,'RowName',{'numbered'},...
'Position',[offset offset tablewidth tableheight]);
set(t,'ColumnWidth',{colwidth})
% set(t,'ColumnWidth',{100,150})
done=1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Compute and plot fatigue data
elseif strcmp(mode,'3')
pof=POFHorF;
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for i=1:1:length(startpoints)
Neededpts(i)=((lifespan-startpoints(i,1))/incre)+1;
Step(i)=startpoints(i,1)/incre;
for j=1:1:Neededpts(i)
POFF(i).cycles(j,1)=pof(i).cycles(j,1)+startpoints(i,1);
if i==1
POFF(i).POFwo(j,1)=pof(i).POFwo(j,1)+POFbase(j+Step(i),2);
POFF(i).POFw(j,1)=pof(i).POFw(j,1)+POFbase(j+Step(i),3);
elseif i >= 2
shift(i)=abs(startpoints(i-1,1)-startpoints(i,1))/incre;
POFF(i).POFwo(j,1)=pof(i).POFwo(j,1)+POFF(i1).POFwo(j+shift(i),1);
POFF(i).POFw(j,1)=pof(i).POFw(j,1)+POFF(i1).POFw(j+shift(i),1);
end
end
end
% Create inspection lines
maxPOF=max(POFF(length(startpoints)).POFw(:,1));
insp(1,1)=0;
insp(2,1)=maxPOF;
for i=1:1:length(inspections)
insp(1,i+1)=inspections(i,1);
insp(2,i+1)=insp(1,i+1);
end
% Plot POF base and fatigue data
hold on
figure(1)
l1=plot(POFbase(:,1),POFbase(:,3),'-vb');
for k=1:1:length(startpoints)
l2=plot(POFF(k).cycles,POFF(k).POFw,'-sm');
end
for k=1:1:length(inspections)
l4=plot(insp(:,k+1),insp(:,1),'--x','Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]);
end
title({'Probability of Fracture';'Fatigue Induced Defects';...
'Double Life'});
xlabel('Cycles')
ylabel('Probability of Fracture')
l=[l1 l2 l4];
legend(l,'Manufacturing POF','Fatigue Induced POF',...
'Component Inspection',2);
hold off
plotdata(1).POFfatigue=POFF;
% Create results table
[a b]=size(POFbase);
data(:,1)=POFbase(:,1);
data(:,2)=POFbase(:,3);
fsum=zeros(a,1);

% Cycles
% POFw
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for i=1:1:length(startpoints)
k=(startpoints(i,1)/incre)+1;
data(:,i+2)=zeros(a,1);
data(k:((lifespan/incre)+1),i+2)=POFF(1,i).POFw;
clear H
clear K
K=num2str(startpoints(i,1));
H='Fatigue POFw @';
H(1,15:(14+length(K)))=K;
cnames(1,i+2)={H};
end
for j=1:1:a
for u=3:1:length(startpoints)+2
if data(j,u) > 0
fsum(j,1)=data(j,u);
end
end
end
fsum
data(:,length(startpoints)+3)=fsum;
data(:,length(startpoints)+4)=((fsum-POFbase(:,3))./POFbase(:,3))*100;
for j=1:1:a
if data(j,length(startpoints)+4) < 0
data(j,length(startpoints)+4)=0;
end
end
cnames(1,1:2)={'Cycles','Base POFw'};
cnames(1,length(startpoints)+3)={'Fatigue POF Sum'};
cnames(1,length(startpoints)+4)={'% Increase Fatigue'};
colwidth=170;
tablewidth=colwidth*(length(cnames))+45;
tableheight=(a+1)*21+5;
offset=20;
figwidth=tablewidth+40;
figheight=tableheight+40;
% Make sure figure is smaller than screen
if figwidth > screen(3)
figwidth=screen(3)-30;
tablewidth=figwidth-40;
end
figcenter=screen(3)/2-figwidth/2;
if figheight > screen(4)
figheight=screen(4)-120;
tableheight=figheight-40;
end
% posistion = units [from left from bottom width hieght]
f = figure('Name','Fatigue Induced Results Table',...
'Position',[figcenter 100 figwidth figheight]);
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t = uitable('Parent',f,'FontSize',10,'Data',data,...
'ColumnName',cnames,'RowName',{'numbered'},...
'Position',[offset offset tablewidth tableheight]);
set(t,'ColumnWidth',{colwidth})
% set(t,'ColumnWidth',{100,150})
done=1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Compute and plot POF base, handling, and fatigue data
elseif strcmp(mode,'4')
% Shift cycles to global
for i=1:1:length(startpoints)
Neededpts(i)=((lifespan-startpoints(i,1))/incre)+1;
for j=1:1:Neededpts(i)
POFF(i).cycles(j,1)=POFfatigue(i).cycles(j,1)+startpoints(i,1);
end
end
for i=1:1:length(inspections)
neededpts(i)=((lifespan-inspections(i,1))/incre)+1;
for j=1:1:neededpts(i)
POFH(i).cycles(j,1)=POFHorF(1).cycles(j,1)+inspections(i,1);
end
end
% Make lengths of inspections and startpoints equal
num=length(inspections)+length(startpoints);
INSP=length(inspections);
START=length(startpoints);
if length(inspections) < length(startpoints)
inspections(length(inspections)+1:length(startpoints)+1,1)=inf;
startpoints(length(startpoints)+1,1)=inf;
end
if length(inspections) > length(startpoints)
startpoints(length(startpoints)+1:length(inspections)+1,1)=inf;
inspections(length(inspections)+1,1)=inf;
end
hold on
figure(1)
l1=plot(POFbase(:,1),POFbase(:,3),'-vb');
title({'Probability of Fracture';...
'Handling and Fatigue Induced Defects';'Double Life'});
xlabel('Cycles')
ylabel('Probability of Fracture')
m=1;
n=1;
last=0;
for j=1:1:num
% Compute and plot Fatigue data next
if startpoints(n,1) <= inspections(m,1)
if n==1 && m==1
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shift_n(n)=startpoints(n,1)/incre;
for k=1:1:Neededpts(n)
POFF(n).POFwo(k,1)=POFfatigue(n).POFwo(k,1)+POFbase(k+shift_n(n),2);
POFF(n).POFw(k,1)=POFfatigue(n).POFw(k,1)+POFbase(k+shift_n(n),3);
end
elseif last==1
shift_n(n)=abs(startpoints(n-1,1)-startpoints(n,1))/incre;
for k=1:1:Neededpts(n)
POFF(n).POFwo(k,1)=POFF(n1).POFwo(k+shift_n(n),1)+POFfatigue(n).POFwo(k,1);
POFF(n).POFw(k,1)=POFF(n1).POFw(k+shift_n(n),1)+POFfatigue(n).POFw(k,1);
end
else
shift_n(n)=abs(inspections(m-1,1)-startpoints(n,1))/incre;
for k=1:1:Neededpts(n)
POFF(n).POFwo(k,1)=POFH(m1).POFwo(k+shift_n(n),1)+POFfatigue(n).POFwo(k,1);
POFF(n).POFw(k,1)=POFH(m1).POFw(k+shift_n(n),1)+POFfatigue(n).POFw(k,1);
end
end
% Plot Fatigue data
l3=plot(POFF(n).cycles,POFF(n).POFw,'-sm');
n=n+1;
last=1;
% Compute and plot Handling data next
else
if n==1 && m==1
shift_m(m)=inspections(m,1)/incre;
for k=1:1:neededpts(m)
POFH(m).POFwo(k,1)=POFHorF(m).POFwo(k,1)+POFbase(k+shift_m(m),2);
POFH(m).POFw(k,1)=POFHorF(m).POFw(k,1)+POFbase(k+shift_m(m),3);
end
elseif last==1
shift_m(m)=abs(startpoints(n-1,1)-inspections(m,1))/incre;
for k=1:1:neededpts(m)
POFH(m).POFwo(k,1)=POFF(n1).POFwo(k+shift_m(m),1)+POFHorF(1).POFwo(k,1);
POFH(m).POFw(k,1)=POFF(n1).POFw(k+shift_m(m),1)+POFHorF(1).POFw(k,1);
end
else
shift_m(m)=abs(inspections(m-1,1)-inspections(m,1))/incre;
for k=1:1:neededpts(m)
POFH(m).POFwo(k,1)=POFH(m1).POFwo(k+shift_m(m),1)+POFHorF(1).POFwo(k,1);
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POFH(m).POFw(k,1)=POFH(m1).POFw(k+shift_m(m),1)+POFHorF(1).POFw(k,1);
end
end
% Plot Fatigue data
l2=plot(POFH(m).cycles,POFH(m).POFw,'-oc');
last=2;
m=m+1;
end
end
% Create inspection lines
maxPOFF=max(POFF(1,START).POFw(:,1));
maxPOFH=max(POFH(1,INSP).POFw(:,1));
if maxPOFF > maxPOFH
maxPOF=maxPOFF;
else
maxPOF=maxPOFH;
end
insp(1,1)=0;
insp(2,1)=maxPOF;
for i=1:1:length(inspections)
insp(1,i+1)=inspections(i,1);
insp(2,i+1)=insp(1,i+1);
end
for k=1:1:length(inspections)
l4=plot(insp(:,k+1),insp(:,1),'--x','Color',[0.5 0.5 0.5]);
end
l=[l1 l2 l3 l4];
legend(l,'Manufacturing POF','Handling Induced POF',...
'Fatigue Induced POF','Component Inspection',2);
hold off
plotdata(1).handling=POFH;
plotdata(2).fatigue=POFF;
% Create results table
[a b]=size(POFbase);
% Base data
data(:,1)=POFbase(:,1); % Cycles
data(:,2)=POFbase(:,3); % POFw
cnames(1,1:2)={'Cycles','Base POFw'};
% Handling data
for i=1:1:INSP
k=(inspections(i,1)/incre)+1;
data(:,i+2)=zeros(a,1);
data(k:((lifespan/incre)+1),i+2)=POFH(1,i).POFw;
clear H
clear K
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K=num2str(inspections(i,1));
H='Handling POFw @';
H(1,16:(15+length(K)))=K;
cnames(1,i+2)={H};
end
% Fatigue data
for i=1:1:START
k=(startpoints(i,1)/incre)+1;
data(:,i+INSP+2)=zeros(a,1);
data(k:((lifespan/incre)+1),i+INSP+2)=POFF(1,i).POFw;
clear H
clear K
K=num2str(startpoints(i,1));
H='Fatigue POFw @';
H(1,15:(14+length(K)))=K;
cnames(1,i+INSP+2)={H};
end
% Total increase data
for j=1:1:a
k=0;
for u=3:1:START+INSP+2
if data(j,u) > k
k=data(j,u);
end
end
data(j,START+INSP+3)=k;
end
data(:,START+INSP+4)=((data(:,START+INSP+3)POFbase(:,3))./POFbase(:,3))*100;
for j=1:1:a
if data(j,START+INSP+4) < 0
data(j,START+INSP+4)=0;
end
end
cnames(1,START+INSP+3)={'F and H POF Sum'};
cnames(1,START+INSP+4)={'% Increase F and H'};
% make table
colwidth=170;
tablewidth=colwidth*(length(cnames))+45;
tableheight=(a+1)*21+5;
offset=20;
figwidth=tablewidth+40;
figheight=tableheight+40;
% Make sure figure is smaller than screen
if figwidth > screen(3)
figwidth=screen(3)-30;
tablewidth=figwidth-40;
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end
figcenter=screen(3)/2-figwidth/2;
if figheight > screen(4)
figheight=screen(4)-120;
tableheight=figheight-40;
end
% posistion = units [from left from bottom width hieght]
f = figure('Name','Handling and Fatigue Induced Results Table',...
'Position',[figcenter 100 figwidth figheight]);
t = uitable('Parent',f,'FontSize',10,'Data',data,...
'ColumnName',cnames,'RowName',{'numbered'},...
'Position',[offset offset tablewidth tableheight]);
set(t,'ColumnWidth',{colwidth})
% set(t,'ColumnWidth',{100,150})
done=1;
else
errordlg('Mode Not Supported','Mode Error');
end

B.2.5 Handling Induced POF Analysis
function [results
done]=handling(basefile,newfile,anomDIS,inspections,servicelife,lic,ibasepath
,oldpath,darwinpath)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Handling Induced POF Analysis
%
% Description:
% The function takes in the noted inputs and writes a new input of the
% given filename. The function copies the base DARWIN input file, writing
% it to the new filename and changing the life span, component inspections,
% and anomaly distribution. The number of cycles up to the first
% inspection and first inspection are removed and the anomaly distribution
% is replaced by the one provided in the function inputs. The DARWIN
% analysis will then be executed. Finally, the POF results will be read
% from the new results file with the same name as given input file
% and returned.
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% Inputs:
% basefile
Name of input file to copy with changes
% newfile
Name of new input file to be created%
% anomDIS
Anomaly distribution [x Nd]
% inspections
Inspection information [mean std]
% servicelife
Service life information [beginning ending increment] in
%
cycles
% ibasepath
Base input file directory
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% oldpath
Code directory
% darwinpath
Directory of DARWIN
% lic
DARWIN licence
%
% Outputs:
% results
DARWIN POF results and corresponding cycles
%
[cycles POFwo POFw]
% done
Check if the writing completed
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
done=0;
% Determine new input/results file names
clear newinput
clear newresults
b=length(newfile);
newinput=newfile(1:b);
newinput(b+1:b+4)='.dat';
newresults=newfile(1:b);
newresults(b+1:b+4)='.ddb';
% Remove the cycles to and the first inspection
firstinsp=inspections(1,1);
SL=[servicelife(1) servicelife(2)-firstinsp servicelife(3)];
[a b]=size(inspections);
insp=inspections(1:a-1,1:2);
% Write new input file
winput(basefile,newinput,anomDIS,insp,SL,ibasepath);
% Execute DARWIN analysis of the new input file
d=length(darwinpath);
n=length(newinput);
D=length(lic);
clear k
k(1,1:d)=darwinpath;
k(1,d+1)=' ';
k(1,d+2:1+d+n)=newinput;
k(1,d+n+2)=' ';
k(1,d+n+3:d+n+2+D)=lic;
fprintf('\n\n%%---------------------------------------------------%%\n\n');
fprintf('\n\n
Running Analysis File: %s\n\n',k);
fprintf('\n\n%%---------------------------------------------------%%\n\n');
system(k);
% Read the analysis results
cd(oldpath);
[POF Inspections Servicelife]=readresults(newresults,ibasepath,oldpath);
% Store results in data structure
results(1).cycles=POF(:,1);
results(1).POFwo=POF(:,2);
results(1).POFw=POF(:,3);
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done=1;

B.2.6 Fatigue Induced POF Analysis
function [results
done]=fatigue(basefile,newfile,anomDIS,inspections,servicelife,startpoints,li
c,ibasepath,oldpath,darwinpath)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Handling Induced DARWIN POF Analysis
%
% Description:
% The function takes in the noted inputs and writes a new input of the
% given filename. The function copies the base DARWIN input file, writing
% it to the new filename and changing the life span, component inspections,
% and anomaly distribution. The cycles up to the first starting point are
% removed as well as any inspections that would have occurred before that
% point. The DARWIN analysis will then be executed and the results stored
% in the data structure. This process is repeated from each starting
% point and corresponding anomaly distribution. The results structure is
% then returned.
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% Inputs:
% basefile
Name of input file to copy with changes
% newfile
Name of new input file to be created%
% anomDIS
Data structure containing the anomaly distributions [x Nd]
% inspections
Inspection information [mean std]
% servicelife
Service life information [beginning ending increment] in
%
cycles
% startpoints
Cycles where the fatigue damage is assumed to start
% ibasepath
Base input file directory
% oldpath
Code directory
% darwinpath
Directory of DARWIN
% lic
DARWIN license
%
% Outputs:
% results
DARWIN POF results and corresponding cycles
%
[cycles POFwo POFw]
% done
Check if the writing completed
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
done=0;
% Determine new input/results file names
clear newinput
clear newresults
b=length(newfile);
newinput=newfile(1:b);
newinput(b+1:b+4)='.dat';
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newresults=newfile(1:b);
newresults(b+1:b+4)='.ddb';
% Build analysis system command string
d=length(darwinpath);
n=length(newinput);
D=length(lic);
clear K
K(1,1:d)=darwinpath;
K(1,d+1)=' ';
K(1,d+2:1+d+n)=newinput;
K(1,d+n+2)=' ';
K(1,d+n+3:d+n+2+D)=lic;
for i=1:1:length(startpoints)
adjusted=0;
% Remove the cycles to and all inspections before the ith startpoint
SL=[servicelife(1) servicelife(2)-startpoints(i,1) servicelife(3)];
k=1;
clear insp
for j=1:1:length(inspections)
if startpoints(i,1) < inspections(j,1)
insp(k,1)=inspections(j,1)-startpoints(i);
insp(k,2)=inspections(j,2);
k=k+1;
end
end
if ~exist('insp')
insp=[SL(2)+servicelife(1) 0];
SL(2)=SL(2)+servicelife(1);
adjusted=1;
end
% Write new input file
winput(basefile,newinput,anomDIS(i).data,insp,SL,ibasepath);
% Execute DARWIN analysis of the new input file
fprintf('\n\n%%--------------------------------------------------%%\n\n');
fprintf('\n\n
Running Analysis File: %s\n\n',K);
fprintf('\n\n%%--------------------------------------------------%%\n\n');
system(K);
% Read the analysis results
cd(oldpath);
[POF Inspections Servicelife]=readresults(newresults,ibasepath,oldpath);
% Store results in data structure
if adjusted==1
m=length(POF);
results(i).cycles=POF(1:m-1,1);
results(i).POFwo=POF(1:m-1,2);
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results(i).POFw=POF(1:m-1,3);
else
results(i).cycles=POF(:,1);
results(i).POFwo=POF(:,2);
results(i).POFw=POF(:,3);
end
end
done=1;

B.2.7 Handling and Fatigue Induced Analysis
function [done]=HandF(DARWINlic,darwinpath)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Handling Induced DARWIN POF Analysis
%
% Description:
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% basefile
Name of input file to copy with changes
% newinput
Name of new input file to be created
% newresults
Name of new results file
% anomDIS
Anomaly distribution [x Nd]
% inspections
Inspection information [mean std]
% servicelife
Service life information [beginning ending increment] in
%
cycles
% ibasepath
Base input file directory
% oldpath
Code directory
%
% Inputs:
% darwinpath
Directory of DARWIN
% lic
DARWIN license
%
% Outputs:
% done
Check if the function has completed
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
done=0;
% Find and read reuslts file
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN results file\n');
[rbasefile,rbasepath]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.ddb','Select Base POF DARWIN results
file.');
oldpath=pwd;
[POFbase inspections servicelife]=readresults(rbasefile,rbasepath,oldpath);
cd(oldpath)
% Find input file to copy
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN input file\n\n');
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[ibasefile,ibasepath]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.dat','Select Base POF DARWIN input
file to copy.');
% enter new DARWIN input/results names
named=0;
while named==0
prompt = {'New DARWIN Handling input/results name',...
'New DARWIN Fatigue input/results name'};
dlg_title = 'Enter New DARWIN input/results names';
num_lines = 1;
def = {'handling_induced','fatigue_induced'};
options.Resize='on';
newname = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
% Check that a file has been entered
if strcmp(newname(1,1),'') | strcmp(newname(2,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
else
named=1;
end
end
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Get Handling information
% Prompt for handling anomaly distribution info
correctinfo=0;
round=1;
while correctinfo==0
prompt = {'Distribution Type:',...
'Minimum Defect Size (amin) in inches',...
'Ocuurance Rate of Minimum Defect Size (alpha min)',...
'Maximum Defect Size (amax) in inches',...
'Ocuurance Rate of Maximum Defect Size (alpha max)',...
'Total Feature Area in in^2',...
'Percent Tolerance Needed For Anomaly Distribution',...
'Max Number of Iteractions for Anomaly Distribution Creation
Optimization',...
'Starting Number of Points in Anomaly Distribution Before
Optimization'};
dlg_title = 'Input for Handling Anomaly Distribution';
num_lines = 1;
if round==1
def = {'exp','0.001','1E-6','0.1','1E-9','','0.001','30','100'};
else
% Show previous entries
def=DEF;
end
options.Resize='on';
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
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DEF=answer';
Af=str2num(answer{6,1});
% Check that no inputs where left blank
[a b]=size(answer);
war=0;
for i=1:1:a
if war==0
if strcmp(answer(i,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
elseif isempty(Af)
h = msgbox('Total Feature Area Must be a Number',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
else
correctinfo=1;
end
end
end
end
% Store handling info in answer in correct variables converting to num
type{1,1}=answer{1,1};
amin=str2num(answer{2,1});
alpha_min=str2num(answer{3,1});
amax=str2num(answer{4,1});
alpha_max=str2num(answer{5,1});
Af=str2num(answer{6,1});
TOL=str2num(answer{7,1});
MI=str2num(answer{8,1});
NP=str2num(answer{9,1});
DEFF=answer';
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Get Fatigue information
% Determine the number of starting points
blank=0;
while blank==0
prompt = {'Number of Starting Points for Fatigue Induced Damage'};
dlg_title = 'Enter the Number of Starting Points';
num_lines = 1;
def = {'2'};
options.Resize='on';
numstpts = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
k=str2num(numstpts{1,1});
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% Check that a number has been entered
if strcmp(numstpts(1,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
% Check that the number of starting points is an integer
elseif isempty(k)
h = msgbox('Number of Starting Points Must be an Integer',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
else
blank=1;
end
end
numstpts=abs(str2num(numstpts{1,1}));
% Prompt for start points
dlg_title = 'Starting Points For Fatigue Induced Damage';
for k=1:1:numstpts
n='Starting Point ';
n(1,16:15+length(k))=num2str(k);
n(1,16+length(k):25+length(k))=' in cycles';
name{1,k}=n;
def{1,k}='';
end
num_lines = 1;
options.Resize='on';
blank=0;
round=1;
while blank==0
if round==2
def=DEF;
end
answer = inputdlg(name,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
DEF=answer';
% Check that no inputs where left blank, start points are
% multiples of the DARWIN reporting increment, and are integers
[a b]=size(answer);
war=0;
for i=1:1:a
mm=str2num(answer{i,1});
if war==0
% Check that no inputs where left blank
if strcmp(answer(i,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
blank=0;
round=2;
% Check that starting points are integers
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elseif isempty(mm)
h = msgbox('Number of Starting Points Must be an Integer',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
blank=0;
round=2;
% Check that starting points are multiples of reporting incre
elseif rem(abs(str2num(answer{i,1})),servicelife(1,3)) > 0
message='Starting Points Must be Multiplies of the DARWIN
Reporting Increment (';
kk=length(num2str(servicelife(1,3)));
message(1,71:70+kk)=num2str(servicelife(1,3));
message(1,71+kk:78+kk)=' cycles)';
h = msgbox(message,...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
blank=0;
round=2;
% Check that ith starting point is not greater than life span
elseif abs(str2num(answer{i,1})) > servicelife(2)
message='Starting Point Greater than Service Life (';
kk=length(num2str(servicelife(1,2)));
message(1,43:42+kk)=num2str(servicelife(1,2));
message(1,43+kk:50+kk)=' cycles)';
h = msgbox(message,...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
blank=0;
round=2;
else
blank=1;
end
end
end
end
% Store and sort starting points
for k=1:1:numstpts
startpoints(k,1)=str2num(answer{k,1});
end
startpoints=abs(startpoints);
startpoints=sort(floor(startpoints));
% Prompt for anomaly distribution info
for j=2:1:numstpts+1
correctinfo=0;
while correctinfo==0
prompt = {'Distribution Type:',...
'Minimum Defect Size (amin) in inches',...
'Ocuurance Rate of Minimum Defect Size (alpha min)',...
'Maximum Defect Size (amax) in inches',...
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'Ocuurance Rate of Maximum Defect Size (alpha max)',...
'Total Feature Area in in^2',...
'Percent Tolerance Needed For Anomaly Distribution',...
'Max Number of Iteractions for Anomaly Distribution Creation
Optimization',...
'Starting Number of Points in Anomaly Distribution Before
Optimization'};
dlg_title = 'Anomaly Distribution Inputs for ';
dlg_title(1,33:32+length(num2str(startpoints(j1,1))))=num2str(startpoints(j-1,1));
num_lines = 1;
options.Resize='on';
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,DEFF,options);
DEFF=answer';
A=str2num(answer{6,1});
% Check that no inputs where left blank
[a b]=size(answer);
war=0;
for i=1:1:a
if war==0
if strcmp(answer(i,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
elseif isempty(A)
h = msgbox('Total Feature Area Must be a Number',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
else
correctinfo=1;
end
end
end
end
% Store info in answer in correct variables converting to num
type{j,1}=answer{1,1};
amin(j,1)=str2num(answer{2,1});
alpha_min(j,1)=str2num(answer{3,1});
amax(j,1)=str2num(answer{4,1});
alpha_max(j,1)=str2num(answer{5,1});
Af(j,1)=str2num(answer{6,1});
TOL(j,1)=str2num(answer{7,1});
MI(j,1)=str2num(answer{8,1});
NP(j,1)=str2num(answer{9,1});
round=2;
end
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% set defualt delta
delta=0.0001;
% Create anomaly distributions
for j=1:1:numstpts+1
[anomDIS(j).data(:,1) anomDIS(j).data(:,2)]=anom_dis(...
type{j,1},amax(j,1),amin(j,1),delta,TOL(j,1),NP(j,1),...
MI(j,1),alpha_min(j,1),alpha_max(j,1),Af(j,1));
end
% Perform Handling analysis
hanomDIS(:,1)=anomDIS(1).data(:,1);
hanomDIS(:,2)=anomDIS(1).data(:,2);
[hresults]=handling(ibasefile,newname{1,1},hanomDIS,inspections,...
servicelife,DARWINlic{1,1},ibasepath,oldpath,darwinpath);
% Perform Fatigue analysis
fanomDIS=anomDIS(2:j);
[fresults]=fatigue(ibasefile,newname{2,1},fanomDIS,inspections,...
servicelife,startpoints,DARWINlic{1,1},ibasepath,oldpath,...
darwinpath);
% Plot results
[Done
plotdata]=plotPOF(4,inspections,servicelife,POFbase,hresults,startpoints,fres
ults);
% Plot anomaly distributions
color=['b','g','r','c','m','y','k'];
c=length(color);
times=1;
figure(3)
l(1)=loglog(hanomDIS(:,1),hanomDIS(:,2),'LineWidth',2);
hold on
L{1,1}='Handling';
for i=1:1:length(startpoints)
j=i+1;
if j > length(color)
color{1,j}=color{1,(j-c*times)};
times=floor(j/c);
end
l(j)=loglog(fanomDIS(i).data(:,1),fanomDIS(i).data(:,2),color(1,j),...
'LineWidth',2);
m='Fatigue @ ';
m(1,11:10+length(num2str(startpoints(i,1))))=num2str(startpoints(i,1));
m(1,1+length(m):7+length(m) )=' cycles';
L{1,j}=m;
end
legend(l,L,1);
title('Created Anomaly Distribution')
ylabel('Probability of Exceedance (1/in^2)')
xlabel('Defect Depth (in)')
hold off
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done=1;

B.2.8 Handling Induced POF Response Surface
function [done]=hrespsurf(lic,darwinpath)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Handling Induced Response Surface
%
% Description:
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% basefile
Name of input file to copy with changes
% newinput
Name of new input file to be created
% newresults
Name of new results file
% anomDIS
Anomaly distribution [x Nd]
% inspections
Inspection information [mean std]
% servicelife
Service life information [beginning ending increment] in
%
cycles
% ibasepath
Base input file directory
% oldpath
Code directory
%
% Inputs:
% darwinpath
Directory of DARWIN
% lic
DARWIN license
%
% Outputs:
% done
Check if the function has completed
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
done=0;
% Find and read reuslts file
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN results file\n');
[rbasefile,rbasepath]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.ddb','Select Base POF DARWIN results
file.');
oldpath=pwd;
[POFbase inspections servicelife]=readresults(rbasefile,rbasepath,oldpath);
cd(oldpath)
% Find input file to copy
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN input file\n\n');
[ibasefile,ibasepath]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.dat','Select Base POF DARWIN input
file to copy.');
% enter new DARWIN input/results name and data name
named=0;
while named==0
prompt = {'New DARWIN input/results and saved data name'};
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dlg_title = 'Enter New DARWIN input/results and saved data name';
num_lines = 1;
def = {'handling_induced_respsurf'};
options.Resize='on';
newname = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
% Check that a file has been entered
if strcmp(newname(1,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
else
named=1;
end
end
% Determine new input/results file names
newfile=newname{1,1};
b=length(newfile);
newinput=newfile(1:b);
newinput(b+1:b+4)='.dat';
newresults=newfile(1:b);
newresults(b+1:b+4)='.ddb';
% Build analysis system command
d=length(darwinpath);
n=length(newinput);
D=length(lic);
clear K
K(1,1:d)=darwinpath;
K(1,d+1)=' ';
K(1,d+2:1+d+n)=newinput;
K(1,d+n+2)=' ';
K(1,d+n+3:d+n+2+D)=lic;
% Prompt for anomaly distribution info
correctinfo=0;
round=1;
while correctinfo==0
prompt = {'Distribution Type:',...
'Minimum Defect Size (amin) in inches',...
'Lower Limit of Ocuurance Rate of Minimum Defect Size (alpha
min)',...
'Upper Limit of Ocuurance Rate of Minimum Defect Size (alpha
min)',...
'Lower Limit of Maximum Defect Size (amax) in inches',...
'Upper Limit of Maximum Defect Size (amax) in inches',...
'Decrease of Ocuurance Rate of Maximum Defect Size (alpha max) from
apha min',...
'Number of Points to Compute',...
'Total Feature Area in in^2',...
'Percent Tolerance Needed For Anomaly Distribution',...
'Max Number of Iteractions for Anomaly Distribution Creation
Optimization',...
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'Starting Number of Points in Anomaly Distribution Before
Optimization'};
dlg_title = 'Input for Anomaly Distributions';
num_lines = 1;
if round==1
def = {'exp','0.015','1E-9','1E-2','0.03','0.075','1E3','2','8.8401','0.001','30','100'};
else
% Show previous entries
def=DEF;
end
options.Resize='on';
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
DEF=answer';
% Check that no inputs were left blank
[a b]=size(answer);
mm=str2num(answer{8,1});
Af=str2num(answer{9,1});
war=0;
for i=1:1:a
if war==0
if strcmp(answer(i,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
% Check to make sure numsteps is an integer
elseif isempty(mm) | rem(mm,1) > 0
h = msgbox('Number of Points to Compute Must be an
Integer',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
% Check that the total feature area is a number
elseif isempty(Af)
h = msgbox('Total Feature Area Must be a Number',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
% Check that the number of points to compute is greater then 2
elseif abs(str2num(answer{8,1})) < 2
h = msgbox('Number of Points to Compute Must be Greater than
Equal to 2',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
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else
correctinfo=1;
end
end
end
end
% Store info in answer in correct variables converting to num
type=answer{1,1};
amin=str2num(answer{2,1});
Lalpha_min=str2num(answer{3,1});
Ualpha_min=str2num(answer{4,1});
Lamax=str2num(answer{5,1});
Uamax=str2num(answer{6,1});
alpha_max_scale=str2num(answer{7,1});
numsteps=abs(str2num(answer{8,1}));
Af=str2num(answer{9,1});
TOL=str2num(answer{10,1});
MI=str2num(answer{11,1});
NP=str2num(answer{12,1});
% set defualt delta
delta=0.0001;
% Create arrays for alpha_min and amax
if numsteps==2
Alpha_min=[Lalpha_min Ualpha_min];
Amax=[Lamax Uamax];
else
step_alpha_min=(Ualpha_min-Lalpha_min)/(numsteps-1);
Alpha_min=Lalpha_min:step_alpha_min:Ualpha_min;
step_amax=(Uamax-Lamax)/(numsteps-1);
Amax=Lamax:step_amax:Uamax;
end
cd(ibasepath);
save('Alpha_min','Alpha_min');
save('Amax','Amax');
cd(oldpath);
% Remove the cycles to and the first inspection
firstinsp=inspections(1,1);
SL=[servicelife(1) servicelife(2)-firstinsp servicelife(3)];
[a b]=size(inspections);
incre=SL(3);
lifespan=SL(2);
for i=1:1:a-1
insp(i,1)=inspections(i+1,1)-firstinsp;
insp(i,2)=inspections(i+1,2);
end
% Initize results structure
for i=1:1:SL(2)/incre+1
k=length(Alpha_min);
m=length(Amax);
handling_results(i).POFw=zeros(k,m);
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end
% Preform Analysis
h = waitbar(0,'Completion of First Run Needed For Estimate',...
'Name','Time Remaining','CreateCancelBtn',...
'setappdata(gcbf,''canceling'',1)');
setappdata(h,'canceling',0)
count=0;
TotalTime=0;
TT = tic;
for i=1:1:numsteps
if getappdata(h,'canceling')
break
end
for j=1:1:numsteps
if getappdata(h,'canceling')
break
end
tStart = tic;
% Creat anomaly distribution
clear anomDIS
alpha_max=Alpha_min(1,j)*alpha_max_scale;
[anomDIS(:,1) anomDIS(:,2)]=anom_dis(type,Amax(1,i),...
amin,delta,TOL,NP,MI,Alpha_min(1,j),alpha_max,Af);
% Save first anomaly distribution for plotting
if (i+j)==2
LanomDIS(:,1)=anomDIS(:,1);
LanomDIS(:,2)=anomDIS(:,2);
end
% Save last anomaly distribution for plotting
if (i*j)==numsteps^2
UanomDIS(:,1)=anomDIS(:,1);
UanomDIS(:,2)=anomDIS(:,2);
end
% Write new input file
winput(ibasefile,newinput,anomDIS,insp,SL,ibasepath);
% Execute DARWIN analysis of the new input file
fprintf('\n\n%%--------------------------------------------------%%\n\n');
fprintf('\n\n
Running Analysis File: %s\n\n',K);
fprintf('\n\n%%--------------------------------------------------%%\n\n');
system(K);
% Read results
cd(oldpath);
[POF Inspections
Servicelife]=readresults(newresults,ibasepath,oldpath);
% Sort results
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POFH(1).cycles(:,1)=POF(:,1);
POFH(1).POFwo(:,1)=POF(:,2);
POFH(1).POFw(:,1)=POF(:,3);
% Sort data
c=(SL(2)/incre)+1;
data(:,1)=POFH(1).POFw;
for o=2:1:length(inspections)
k=((inspections(o,1)-inspections(1,1))/incre)+1;
data(:,o)=zeros(c,1);
data(k:k+((servicelife(2)-inspections(o,1))/incre),o)...
=POFH(1).POFw(1:((servicelife(2)inspections(o,1))/incre+1),1);
end
hsum=zeros(c,1);
for I=1:1:c
hsum(I,1)=sum(data(I,:));
end
% Store data
for p=1:1:SL(2)/incre+1
handling_results(1,p).POFw(i,j)=hsum(p,1);
end
% Save Data
cd(ibasepath);
save(newfile,'handling_results');
cd(oldpath);
count=count+1;
tElapsed = toc(tStart);
TotalTime= TotalTime+tElapsed;
averageTime = TotalTime/count;
TimeRemain =((numsteps^2-count)*averageTime);
% Convert time to hours:mins:secs
hours=floor(TimeRemain/3600);
mins=floor(rem(TimeRemain,3600)/60);
sec=rem(TimeRemain,60);
% Report current estimate in the waitbar's message field
waitbar(count/(numsteps^2),h,...
sprintf('%0.f : %0.f : %0.1f',hours,mins,sec))
end
end
% DELETE the waitbar; don't try to CLOSE it
delete(h)
% Show analysis run time
fprintf('\n\n*******************************************************\n\n');
fprintf('\n\n Analysis Run Time:\n\n');
toc(TT);
fprintf('\n\n*******************************************************\n\n');
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% Plot response surface(s)
% a-1? may just a
for L=1:1:a
figure(L)
if L <= length(insp)
meshc(Alpha_min,Amax,handling_results(insp(L,1)/incre).POFw)
H=num2str(insp(L,1));
else
meshc(Alpha_min,Amax,handling_results(SL(2)/incre).POFw)
H=num2str(SL(2));
end
xlabel('alpha min');
ylabel('a max (in)');
zlabel('Probability of Fracture');
clear T
T='@ ';
M=length(H);
T(1,3:2+M)=H;
T(1,3+M)=' ';
T(1,4+M:3+M+33)='Cycles After the First Inspection';
title(T);
end
% Plot anomaly distribution limits
figure(L+1)
l(1)=loglog(LanomDIS(:,1),LanomDIS(:,2),'-b','LineWidth',2);
hold on
l(2)=loglog(UanomDIS(:,1),UanomDIS(:,2),'-g','LineWidth',2);
LL={'Lower Anomaly Distribution Limit','Upper Anomaly Distribution Limit'};
legend(l,LL,1);
title('Created Anomaly Distribution Limits')
ylabel('Probability of Exceedance (1/in^2)')
xlabel('Crack Size (in)')
hold off
done=1;

B.2.9 Fatigue Induced POF Response Surface
function [done]=frespsurf3(lic,darwinpath)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%
Fatigue Induced Response Surface
%
% Description:
%
% Variables:
Description:
%
% basefile
Name of input file to copy with changes
% newinput
Name of new input file to be created
% newresults
Name of new results file
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% anomDIS
Anomaly distribution [x Nd]
% inspections
Inspection information [mean std]
% servicelife
Service life information [beginning ending increment] in
%
cycles
% ibasepath
Base input file directory
% oldpath
Code directory
%
% Inputs:
% darwinpath
Directory of DARWIN
% lic
DARWIN license
%
% Outputs:
% done
Check if the function has completed
%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%---Standard Inputs---%
type='exp';
% set defualt delta
delta=0.0001;
%---------------------%
done=0;
% Find and read reuslts file
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN results file\n');
[rbasefile,rbasepath]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.ddb','Select Base POF DARWIN results
file.');
oldpath=pwd;
[POFbase inspections servicelife]=readresults(rbasefile,rbasepath,oldpath);
cd(oldpath)
%[a b]=size(inspections);
incre=servicelife(3);
% Find input file to copy
fprintf('\nOpen the base DARWIN input file\n\n');
[ibasefile,ibasepath]=uigetfile('*.txt;*.dat','Select Base POF DARWIN input
file to copy.');
% enter new DARWIN input/results name and data name
named=0;
while named==0
prompt = {'New DARWIN input/results and saved data name'};
dlg_title = 'Enter New DARWIN input/results and saved data name';
num_lines = 1;
def = {'fatigue_induced_respsurf3'};
options.Resize='on';
newname = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
% Check that a file has been entered
if strcmp(newname(1,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
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else
named=1;
end
end
% Determine new input/results file names
newfile=newname{1,1};
b=length(newfile);
newinput=newfile(1:b);
newinput(b+1:b+4)='.dat';
newresults=newfile(1:b);
newresults(b+1:b+4)='.ddb';
% Build analysis system command
d=length(darwinpath);
n=length(newinput);
D=length(lic);
clear K
K(1,1:d)=darwinpath;
K(1,d+1)=' ';
K(1,d+2:1+d+n)=newinput;
K(1,d+n+2)=' ';
K(1,d+n+3:d+n+2+D)=lic;
% Determine the first starting point and number of cycles between starting
% points
blank=0;
while blank==0
prompt = {'First Starting Point for Fatigue Induced Damage',...
'Number of Cycles Between Starting Points'};
dlg_title = 'Starting Point Information';
num_lines = 1;
def = {'8000','2000'};
options.Resize='on';
stpts = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
firststpt=abs(str2num(stpts{1,1}));
CB=abs(str2num(stpts{2,1}));
% Check that a number has been entered
if strcmp(stpts(1,1),'') | strcmp(stpts(2,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
elseif isempty(firststpt) | isempty(CB)
h = msgbox('First Starting Point And Cycles Between Must be an
Integers',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
else
blank=1;
end
end
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END=0;
k=1;
while END==0
if k==1
SP(k,1)=firststpt;
else
SP(k,1)=firststpt+(k-1)*CB;
end
if SP(k,1)>servicelife(2)
startpoints=SP(1:k-2,1);
END=1;
end
k=k+1;
end
% Prompt for anomaly distribution info
correctinfo=0;
round=1;
while correctinfo==0
prompt = {
'Lower Limit of Minimum Defect Size (amin) in inches',...
'Upper Limit of Minimum Defect Size (amin) in inches',...
'Ocuurance Rate of Minimum Defect Size (alpha min)',...
'Lower Limit of Occurance Rate of Change per Cycles
(dalpha_amin/dN)',...
'Upper Limit of Occurance Rate of Change per Cycles
(dalpha_amin/dN)',...
'Decrease of Ocuurance Rate of Maximum Defect Size (alpha max) from
alpha min',...
'Number of Points to Compute',...
'Total Feature Area in in^2',...
'Percent Tolerance Needed For Anomaly Distribution',...
'Max Number of Iteractions for Anomaly Distribution Creation
Optimization',...
'Starting Number of Points in Anomaly Distribution Before
Optimization'};
dlg_title = 'Input for Anomaly Distributions';
num_lines = 1;
if round==1
def = {'0.01','0.02','1E-3','1E-5','1E-3','1E3','2','8.8401','0.0001','30','300'};
else
% Show previous entries
def=DEF;
end
options.Resize='on';
answer = inputdlg(prompt,dlg_title,num_lines,def,options);
DEF=answer';
% Check that no inputs were left blank
[a b]=size(answer);
mm=str2num(answer{7,1});
Af=str2num(answer{8,1});
war=0;
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for i=1:1:a
if war==0
if strcmp(answer(i,1),'')
h = msgbox('A Required Entry Has been Left Blank',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
% Check to make sure numsteps is an integer
elseif isempty(mm) | rem(mm,1) > 0
h = msgbox('Number of Points to Compute Must be an
Integer',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
% Check that the total feature area is a number
elseif isempty(Af)
h = msgbox('Total Feature Area Must be a Number',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
% Check that the number of points to compute is greater then 2
elseif abs(str2num(answer{7,1})) < 2
h = msgbox('Number of Points to Compute Must be Greater than
Equal to 2',...
'Entry Error','error');
uiwait(h);
war=1;
correctinfo=0;
round=2;
else
correctinfo=1;
end
end
end
end
% Store info in answer in correct variables converting to num
aminL=str2num(answer{1,1});
aminU=str2num(answer{2,1});
alpha_min=str2num(answer{3,1});
dadNL=str2num(answer{4,1});
dadNU=str2num(answer{5,1});
alpha_max_scale=str2num(answer{6,1});
numsteps=abs(str2num(answer{7,1}));
Af=str2num(answer{8,1});
TOL=str2num(answer{9,1});
MI=str2num(answer{10,1});
NP=str2num(answer{11,1});
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% Create arrays for alpha_min and amax
if numsteps==2
Amin=[aminL aminU];
DaDN=[dadNL dadNU];
else
step_amin=(aminU-aminL)/(numsteps-1);
Amin=aminL:step_amin:aminU;
step_dadN=(dadNU-dadNL)/(numsteps-1);
DaDN=dadNL:step_dadN:dadNU;
end
AminMetric=Amin*25.4;
cd(ibasepath);
save('DaDN','DaDN');
save('Amin','Amin');
save('AminMetric','AminMetric');
cd(oldpath);
% Create Array for amax
for j=1:1:length(Amin)
amax(1,j)=a_after_N_cycles(Amin(1,j),CB);
end
% Initize results structure
for i=1:1:(servicelife(2)-min(startpoints))/incre+1
k=length(Amin);
m=length(DaDN);
fatigue_results3(i).POFw=zeros(k,m);
end
% Preform Analysis
h = waitbar(0,'Completion of First Run Needed For Estimate',...
'Name','Time Remaining','CreateCancelBtn',...
'setappdata(gcbf,''canceling'',1)');
setappdata(h,'canceling',0)
count=0;
TotalTime=0;
TT = tic;
for i=1:1:numsteps
if getappdata(h,'canceling')
break
end
for j=1:1:numsteps
if getappdata(h,'canceling')
break
end
tStart = tic;
% Creat anomaly distributions
clear anomDIS
clear Alpha_Min
% For loop here to make multiple anomaly distributions
for M=1:1:length(startpoints)
if M==1
Alpha_Min(M)=alpha_min;
else
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Alpha_Min(M)=alpha_min+DaDN(1,j)*...
(startpoints(M,1)-startpoints(1,1));
end
alpha_max(M)=Alpha_Min(M)*alpha_max_scale;
[anomDIS(M).data(:,1) anomDIS(M).data(:,2)]=...
anom_dis(type,amax(1,i),Amin(1,i),delta,TOL,NP,MI,...
Alpha_Min(M),alpha_max(M),Af);
end
% Save lower limit set of anomaly distributions for plotting
if (i+j)==2
for P=1:1:length(startpoints)
LanomDIS(P).data(:,1)=anomDIS(P).data(:,1);
LanomDIS(P).data(:,2)=anomDIS(P).data(:,2);
end
end
% Save upper limit set of anomaly distributions for plotting
if (i*j)==numsteps^2
for P=1:1:length(startpoints)
UanomDIS(P).data(:,1)=anomDIS(P).data(:,1);
UanomDIS(P).data(:,2)=anomDIS(P).data(:,2);
end
end
% Compute analysis for each starting point
for I=1:1:length(startpoints)
adjusted=0;
% Remove the cycles to and all inspections before the ith
startpoint
SL=[servicelife(1) servicelife(2)-startpoints(I,1)
servicelife(3)];
kk=1;
clear insp
for J=1:1:length(inspections)
if startpoints(I,1) < inspections(J,1)
insp(kk,1)=inspections(J,1)-startpoints(I);
insp(kk,2)=inspections(J,2);
kk=kk+1;
end
end
if ~exist('insp')
insp=[SL(2)+servicelife(1) 0];
SL(2)=SL(2)+servicelife(1);
adjusted=1;
end
% Write new input file
winput(ibasefile,newinput,anomDIS(I).data,insp,SL,ibasepath);
% Execute DARWIN analysis of the new input file
fprintf('\n\n%%--------------------------------------------------%%\n\n');
fprintf('\n\n

Running Analysis File: %s\n\n',K);
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fprintf('\n\n%%--------------------------------------------------%%\n\n');
system(K);
% Read the analysis results
cd(oldpath);
[POF Inspections
Servicelife]=readresults(newresults,ibasepath,oldpath);
% Store results in data structure
if adjusted==1
m=length(POF);
results(I).cycles=POF(1:m-1,1);
results(I).POFwo=POF(1:m-1,2);
results(I).POFw=POF(1:m-1,3);
else
results(I).cycles=POF(:,1);
results(I).POFwo=POF(:,2);
results(I).POFw=POF(:,3);
end
end
% Add zeros for cycles with no POF data
c=(servicelife(2)-min(startpoints))/incre+1;
data(:,1)=results(1).POFw;
for o=2:1:length(startpoints)
k=((startpoints(o,1)-startpoints(1,1))/incre)+1;
data(:,o)=zeros(c,1);
data(k:k+((servicelife(2)-startpoints(o,1))/incre),o)...
=results(1,o).POFw;
end
Data(i,j).POFw=data;
%Results=results;
clear results
% Sort data
fsum=zeros(c,1);
for I=1:1:c
fsum(I,1)=sum(data(I,:));
end
% Store data
for p=1:1:(servicelife(2)-min(startpoints))/incre+1
fatigue_results(1,p).POFw(i,j)=fsum(p,1);
end
% Save Data
cd(ibasepath);
save(newfile,'fatigue_results');
cd(oldpath);
count=count+1;
tElapsed = toc(tStart);
TotalTime= TotalTime+tElapsed;
averageTime = TotalTime/count;
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TimeRemain =((numsteps^2-count)*averageTime);
% Convert time to hours:mins:secs
hours=floor(TimeRemain/3600);
mins=floor(rem(TimeRemain,3600)/60);
sec=rem(TimeRemain,60);
% Report current estimate in the waitbar's message field
waitbar(count/(numsteps^2),h,...
sprintf('%0.f : %0.f : %0.1f',hours,mins,sec))
end
end
% DELETE the waitbar; don't try to CLOSE it
delete(h)
% Show analysis run time
fprintf('\n\n*******************************************************\n\n');
fprintf('\n\n Analysis Run Time:\n\n');
toc(TT);
fprintf('\n\n*******************************************************\n\n');
% Plot response surface(s)
for L=1:1:(servicelife(2)-min(startpoints))/incre
figure(L)
meshc(DaDN,Amin,fatigue_results(L+1).POFw)
ylabel('Amin');
xlabel('dalpha min/dN');
zlabel('Probability of Fracture');
clear T
T='@ ';
H=num2str(L*incre);
MM=length(H);
T(1,3:2+MM)=H;
T(1,3+MM)=' ';
T(1,4+MM:3+MM+37)='Cycles After the First Starting Point';
title(T);
end
% Plot anomaly distribution limits
for P=1:1:length(startpoints)
figure(L+P)
l(1)=loglog(LanomDIS(P).data(:,1),LanomDIS(P).data(:,2),'b','LineWidth',2);
hold on
l(2)=loglog(UanomDIS(P).data(:,1),UanomDIS(P).data(:,2),'g','LineWidth',2);
LL={'Lower Anomaly Distribution Limit','Upper Anomaly Distribution
Limit'};
legend(l,LL,1);
x=num2str(P);
title({'Created Anomaly Distribution Limits';'For Starting Point';x})
ylabel('Probability of Exceedance (1/in^2)')
xlabel('Defect Depth (in)')
hold off
end
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done=1;

B.2.10 Crack Growth
function [A]=a_after_N_cycles(a,cycles)
% Crack Growth Info
B=[-16.0397 -14.8848];
P=[3.1911 2.6411];
Q=[0.1000 0.1000];
D=[-0.1424 -0.1424];
dkth=7.0;
kc=70;
temp=[800 1000];
current_temp=850;
b=B(1)+((current_temp-temp(1))*((B(2)-B(1))/(temp(2)-temp(1))));
p=P(1)+((current_temp-temp(1))*((P(2)-P(1))/(temp(2)-temp(1))));
q=Q(1)+((current_temp-temp(1))*((Q(2)-Q(1))/(temp(2)-temp(1))));
d=D(1)+((current_temp-temp(1))*((D(2)-D(1))/(temp(2)-temp(1))));
%Y=1.1;
%Y=0.75406;
Y=0.643;
% Max Stress
dsig=117.433;
ac=(1/pi)*(kc/(Y*dsig))^2;
ath=(1/pi)*(dkth/(Y*dsig))^2;
y(1)=0;
for i=1:1:cycles+1
dk=Y*dsig*sqrt(pi*a(i));
% per cycle
da=real(exp(b)*(dk/dkth)^p*(log(dk/dkth))^q*(log(kc/dk))^d);
a(i+1)=a(i)+da;
y(i+1)=i;
end
A=a(cycles+1);
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